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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Instruction scheduling for RISC processors by R. Venugopal 

Research supervisor: Y. N. Srikant 
Department: Computer Science and Automation 

I. Introduction 

lnsrmction a~hedulmg 1s an important feature in the codc generation phase of a hlgh-perfonnsnce reduced 
lnstructlon set computer (RISC) compiler. It IS the process of rcurdering instructtons (whether assembly cadc 
or code In some other form) su as to make fuller use of the resources provided by the RISC processor. The 
reiouices mclude p~pelines,  multlple funct~onal units, a large regtster set, delayed branching, delayed loading, 
lnitruction chaining, etc. 

The most common approach to the instruction scheduling problem is to budd a welghled, d~rectcd gmph 
*;hich reflects the dependency relations. In this case, the nodes of the graph represent the instructions and [he 
edges between them represent the dependency constraints The wrights on the edges connecting rhc nodes 
represent the latency t m c s  between the lnstructlons represented by thcse nodcs. Such a graph is called a 
dependency-directed acyclic graph (DAG) On this dependency DAG, some form of prioritized sorting of rhe 
1w.h l a  done to get a modified schedule of instructions. Thls modified schedule wdl hopefully make hetrer 

of the re*ourcea prov~dcd by the RISC processor. The works of Hennessey 2nd Gross', Cibbson and 
Mwhnickf & Palem and Simon3 Elve d~fferent  solutions to various instruction scheduling problems. 

Most problems in this area are NP-complete. IIence there are two dislincr paradigms for rarkltng them. 
The fim approach i s  to d c s g n  heuristic solutions to the problem which do not uecesssry produce oprlmal 
d w M e s  but produce rsasunahly good code The second approach is to dcslgn optimal solurions to realricted 
\cr$iona of the problem whlch are, however, still useful m practice. 

In this work, we have looked at two different instruction scheduling problems. The f in t  problem deals 
Kith the geiirral~on of code with instruction chaining from DAGs. We adopt the lirct paradigm of solving the 
P w k n  heuristmlly.  he second pmblem deals with generating optimal code from expression trees which 

register variables. The code Is generated for what are cdled delayed load architectures. For this prohlem. 
adopt the second paradigm of gettlrlg an optimal solution to a restr~cted version of the problem. 

2. Chaining in DAGs 

l a snmon chaining is a fcarure by vector processors like the Cray-I, Lhe Cray X-MP and the Fu~itsu 
Vp-200 It is also plzsenl l n  a slrghtiy modified form in the RISC processor, Intel i860 

Two instructions can be chained together if tlrey are processed by dlfferent functional units and the i eu l t r  
' W k r  of the f m t  insuucriun ,s used as the sourcc register of the second instruction w~rh  all other registers 
helne different. Chained instructions are assumed to take up only one rime unit. Hence the objective ir to 

an algorithm which oplimircS the by maximizing chamin(: with the given number of regiitcrr. 

An optimal algorithm for this problem exists for expression trees! For DAGs the problem i s  NP-complctr. 
a e  have designed a heuristic far this problem. It is a heuristic which scheduler the I o W r  

far as possible. Register allocation is by usage counts5. 

This simple heuristic was implemented and test& for large DAGs. Its performance was compared u'ith 
'ker methods. In each case [hc greedy heuristic was found to ourperform the other methods crpecially ahen  
Ihc number of rzgisters was large. ,t,n emension to [he heuristic which spli~s the original DAC Into a n ~ m b c r  
'f smaller s u b - D A ~ ~  was also ~h~ extension funher improved the pertormancc but at increased 
'Qmputatlonal cost. 
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3. Scheduling for delayed load architectures 

Our second problem looks at instruct~on scheduling for delayed load ychitectures. In a delayed load 
architecture, the contents of a register being loaded can be accessed only after a certain latency gerlud ha, 
elapsed. In our case we considered unit latency ttmes. If an attempt is made to access the contents of ihc 
register before the elapsing of the latency perlad, then a pipelme interlock is caused. It is the responsib~lq of 
[he instruction scheduler to order the instructions in such a way that the number of interlocks is minimized 
Thls machine model is an approx~mation of the integer fUn~t10nal units of the SPARC and MIPS R3000 
processors. 

A simple linear-time, optimal algonthm for this problem exists6. This algonthm works on expression t~ecq. 
But ~t has the restriction that all the leaves in the tree can refer only to memory locations They cannot br 
register variables. In our work, we have generalized this algorithm in such a way that register varmbies ore 
permitted. Register variables are important In code generation across basic blocks, code generation fron; 
DAGs and when there is a global register ailocator. Like the earher algonthm, our aigonthm integrates register 
allocation with instruciion scheduling thus optrmmng the register usage. It is also linear tune and m extcnsm 
to ~t incorporates optimal spilling. 

For tacklmg t h ~ s  probiem, we deiine three transformations on the expression tree. We then prate the 
equivalence of the optimal code sequence of the original tree and that for the transformed tree. We deriirll 
three conditions for the optimum usage af regsters. These three condit~ons also g ~ v e  the optimal order o! 
evaluation of the we.  Our algorithm uses these conditions in generatmg the code. Finally, we pime ~hs  
optimality of the algorithm. 

The aigonthm acts as a good heurist~c for architectures with longer latency times and in code generatinn 
from DAOs. 

4. Conclusion 

In this thesis, we have looked at two different instruction scheduling problems. We have designed a heurisils 
solution for the first problem which IS shown to work well in practice. For the second probiem we hait 
devised an optimal algorithm. The optimality of this algorithm is proved formally. 
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I. Introduction 

results of computauonai studles of the physlco-chemical conditions associated with the condensation of 
;.igh-temperature phases w~thln the prim~tive solar nebula arc presented. The focus of these atudles is on 
&rstanding the effect of two compos~tional parameters within the nebula gas which brought about large 
,qaratlon in the condensation temperatures of metal (represented here by the Fe-N+Si alloy) and sillcatcs. 
me two cornpos~t~onal factors chosen are. (a) the abundance of oxygen and (b) the presencc of charged 
ipecics wthm the primordial nebula. The s tudm have been c m ~ e d  out using the program SOLO AS MIX^.: 
*h~eh utilzes the method of steepest descent for minimizing the free energy of a system consisring of a gas 
piiaae, hquid and solid solutions and stoichiometric phases for a fixed pressure, temperature and system 
:omposit~on. 

1. Metal-silicate f rac t ionat ion  

70 invest~pate the condensation behnwour of solids ~n oxidising and reducing environments a systemx study 
he been carried out by varying the amount of oxygen in the input data of SOLGASMIX between 12.0 and 
14.0  moles'^' (which corresponds to a vanation In the C/O ratio between 1.0 and 0.5). The effect uf variation 
inihe Input amount of oxygen on the fugacities of important gaseous specres in the H-0-C-N system (H,, 
CO, S2. CH;, HzO, NHJ3 and C02) reveals an important aspect of the distribution of oxygen in the equilibrium 
urszmblagc. It 1s seen that oxygen preferentially attaches itself to C to form CO, and since carbon monoxide 
consumes more than 9 5 8  of 0. the availabrhtv of oxveen for stabilmne other oxveen-bearing soecies shamlv 

from 1448 K for computations wlth 24 0 moles of oxigen to 1152 K when only 12.0 moles of oxygen are 
included. The Fe-Ni-Si alloy's condensation temperature, however, remains remarkably constant throughout 
the range of mput amount of oxygen, at 1470 K, except under extreme reducing conditions where it rises 
inarply to 1613 K. Figure 1 is a plot of log f(02) versus temperature for the first appearance of Fe-N1-Si and 
Oinine. Thus, it can be seen from the f~gure that the difference in the stabilization temperatures of these two 
?bases at a pressure of bar varies from 22 K (24 moles oxygen) through 37 K (20.1 moles), A9 K (18 
aoies), 81 K (15 moles) to 461 K (12 moles). The logf(02) stability range for olivine vanes from 
-30.8 to -16 9 and for the Fe-N-Si alloy the variation is in the range of -26.9 to -16 6 

Rq log f(O:) versus temperature plot for the first appearance of Fe-Ni-Si and olivine 

under extreme reducing conditions also indicated a rcvenai of the condcnsalion acL!urGcc 
kt"een corundum (the fint formed pi,ase conditions) and Fe-Ni-Si wiih thr allo) 

'"densmg before corundum under low f(0,) conditions. ~dditionaliy, a new phare Fc-NI carbide w i l d  
,, 1. ' ".''$W becomes the first phase to in low f(02) environments. The P-T slahili~y field, of the high 
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temperature condcnsatea under extreme reducing c o n d ~ t ~ o m  also show the overall d rp~eaa lon  
condensalion temperatures of the ohlda and silicate phases and an lncrease In the Fe-Nl-Si condes,dl,,il 
temperature in the P-'T range o i  1100 to  2000 K and 1 to 10 ' bar, respecnvely. 

3. Charged species 

Based on the suggestLon of ~ l f v e n '  and Arrhemus6 of thr role of charged species in rhe pnmliwe solar n ~ h u : ~  
three sets of computations have bren carried out to articulate the abundance. composition and conrrqurace ,,* 
thc presence of charged specxs ~n the condensalion uf h~&lemperaturs phases in the prrmillve nebula. 
charged species included in the canrputatlon arc. (a) oxygen-bearmg species (0-, 0 1 ,  0 ' , 0$) ,  (b) r p e c ~  
the FI-0-C-N system (C*. C . H', H , H I ,  H z ,  N 3 ,  N i ,  N+. N , COT, C i ,  NO', CN+, CN-. HO. HO'. CB- 
NO2 and N20'), and (c) species In ihc Ai-0 system (0.. 0%. 0 5 ,  0 1 ,  Al*, AIOf, A120i, AliO3, AIOH*, A10 , NU., 
AIOH:). The P-T range for the oxygen study was to  10.' bar and 1500 to 2000 K. for ihr H-0-C-2, 
system study 10.' to 104 bur and 1300 to 1650 K; and for the AIL0 system iO-' to 10.' bar and IiiD :,a 

1950 K. No attempt has bren made to mclude charge balance in these computatiuns 

In general, gaseous charged species are seen to be  stable in the computed equillbrlum assemblage ii;th rhe 
negat~vrly charged spcclea berrlg preponderant In thc first set of computatiom in\,olumg oxygen-chzrpc: 
species, for instance, the abundance was in the order 0 -  > 0 > O i  > 0> > 0; > 0'. Charged specw iii l ix  
H-0-C-N system funhrr indicated that their pre3ence had an effect in modlfy~ng the condensation bchsimr 
of the first-formed solid phases T h u ~ ,  at 10.' bar, the condensation temperature of Fe-NI-Si increawa h! 
63 K whereas that of meiilite, spinel, olivine and clinapyroxenr decreased by 68 ,46 ,47  and 6 K, respecti~cl). 
when cornparcd to the condensat~on temperatures In cornputanans without charged species Thls reaultcd In 1n 
Increase in the difference bctwccn the Fe-Ni-Si and ollvinc condcnsatlon tcmperaturc from 37 K m a n~utiil 
gab to 147 K when charged spe~ ies  were considered. 

The computations In  the AI-0 system brought out yet another consequence of the presence 0: 
charged species in the condensation process. Since the Al-bearing gaseous charged specm are qultc 
stable, they retain most of the input antount of aluminium in the gas phase. The result is that the nluminiob\ 
minerals such as cniondum, gehlenite and spinel come out at much lower temperotllrt> Tbl. 
happens principally because at bath lower temperatures and higher presures [he irnporlancc ,I1 

chargad species diminishes (as is seen In the reduction of their fugacitie5) and the condensation p.itte'p 
of 1hr various phases becomes iden t~cd  ro the computaimns when no charged specics were conaidered. 
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[nvestigations of supported ca ta l l s t s  by in-situ Mossbauer spectroscopy and allied 
techniques by K. R. Kannan 

Research supervisor: C. N. R. Rao 
Depmment: Materials Research Centre 

I. Introduction 

Hr[ero:eneous catalysts constitute a vital branch of chernistrv and chemical technology Supported mela1 
;3!d!>rli .?:e nor only employed :n the chemical industry but a& also used in environmental proteciion. rheir 
app:!crnons being aa diverse as pevoleum reforming, fat harden~nz,  and the treatment of vehicle enhaujr 

TOP VIEW 
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pressing Water 

Sample positioning screw 

CROSS SECTION 

e.  End. cut and perspective views of the high-temperalure in-siru cell for XRD. 
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emission. Traditionaliy these catalysts have been des~gned based on ma1 and error as well as ernplradl 
~h~ structural information about the catalysts as well as the specles responsible for activ~ty on2 selectli;t~ ;-; 
not well established. In t h ~ s  work some of the mono- and btmetallic catalysts used for various reactioni' 
been investigated. 

2. Experimental 

Mixsbauer spectroscopy is an excellent technique to investigate iron-containing catalysts, as the cata!),t\ cp- 

be studled in the gaseous environments In which they are active. A m~croprocessor-based Mur,h.tn-: 
spectrometer, with battery back up was des~gned and fabricated. A least square Lorentnnn cune i ; t t ! ~ ~  
programme was used in Vax88 computer for analysing the Mossbauer ppectra. 

For both Mossbauer and EXAFS, a cell to record spectrum in the in-siru conditions In the tren<rn!\>:v 
geometry was des~gned and fabricated. For XRD. another in-siru cell in reflection geometry was deslgnd r.;~ 
fabricated (Fig. I). ln the XRD cell patterns could be recorded at high temperatures. Both the cells wcie o! I.M 
cost with mdigeneous materials. 

Catalyst samples were prepared using both wet impregnation and precipitation techniques. 

3. Summary of important results 

3.1. FefTiO? 

Based on in-sit" Mossbauer and X-ray diffraction studies. it is shown that i n  the FelTi02 catalyst. :he anotr+ 
rurile transformalion of the TiO? support is facilitated by the ~ e ' +  ions formed during reduction Th; 
tiansformation of anatase to rutile seems to'occur at or below the temperature (-770 K) at which strong rnct.i.. 
suppon interaction manifests itself. 

3 .2 .  Fe/Al:Oj 

It is po,s~ble that mcral-support interaction occurs in Fe/A1203 catalyst reduced at high temperature i =  1)W 
This uould probably ~nvolre the reduction of the aluminate (FeAII04, formed initially by the lntrractlon -1f !hc 
impre~nated transition metal ions with the y-Ai20, support) to gwe the reduced iron metill nnd u-AhO The 
occurrence of such 3 y-a transformation of AirO, could be of some significance just as the anot~ri.-ru!d~ 
transformnlion of TiOl. 

3.3.  Fe/SIO: 

In the dried FelSlO? piecursor, iron interacts strongly with the SiOl support forming a ferro~s Silicate ?h2*% 
reduct~oc to the metallic state not being more than 20% even after reduction at 1023 K. If the catalW rdur i2  
at 723 K i s  exposed lo air at room temperature, it completely converts back to ~ e " .  This is an example lhi 

Fc" +i Fe!' oxidattan-reducnon involving metal-support interaction. In FeISiO2, calcined at 723 K d t h e n  
reduced as 723 K catalyst, more than 50% of the Fcl* remains unreduced. 

3.4. h1i/Si02 

In N~rjiO: catalysts, rcduced at 723 K, j0% of the is reduced to the rn~tallic itate. when ilr 
NiiSiO, precursor dried at 350 K was calcined at 723 K and then reduced at 723 K almoit all the nick1 gr:- 
reduced to metal. 

3.5. Fe-.Wi/SiO2 

Undel. b i m h  cond~tionr of preparation, monometallic ~ e I S i 0 .  and NiISiO catalysts at best *ho* P"'" 
rcdWtmn of the transition metal ions to the metallic state on eeatmenr with hydrogen at 723 K. The maxrmun; 
rcductton to the maallic staa in the case af be F ~ / s ~ o ~  catalyst is 20% while it is 50% in the NilSiO: c d y "  

In b f m t a k  Fe-WSiO, catalysts (Fig. ?), there is mutual promotion of the two metals towaids ''' 
rcd*cti~a of ntckei tL nearly COmplete in ail the compositions whereas the reduction of iron is maximum (UP'" 
83% 118 the Fe(W-NiL50i catalyst. The structural magnetic of the reduced Fc-Ni catu!Yrl' ' " j  
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FeNl super para 

2 Mdsrhauer spectra of  ~ ~ - ~ j / ~ i 0 ~  dried at 350 K and then reduced at 723 K with d i f f m u t  
Fe-% ratios. 

"'$ the composirmn as well as ~ i t h  the temperature of calcination. The general result is that In Ni-rich 
cmWilions, Fe(25)-Ni(75), a superparalnagnetic alloy is formed, the structure of which is either BCC or 
FCC de~endinE a n  the temperature of Calcmation. I" the ~e-r ich  compositions. Fc(75)-Ni(251, a-Fe occurs 
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along with a mixture oi superparamagnetlc and ferromagnetic alloy phases. In the Fc(50)-Nr(50! mmp~,,;,, , 
an FCC fcnoma~nr t i c  alloy is the predominant specles. The composition of the most actise Fe-St lat.il!.. 
known to be Fe(25)-Ni(75): t h ~ s  composition would mainly comprise small superpararnagnetlc alloy pril,.:;. 

of FCC structure. The increased reducibility I" the Fc-Ni bimetallic systcm is clearly rclated to tire ., 
with which Fc and N i  can form alloy phases The present study haa not only unrnclled nmel magne!., J 1 .  

structural features of the Fe-Ni bimetall>c catalysts. hut has also ahown how the redilcibilct! and l i w . , , r d ?  

pertormnnce are rclntrd to the facihry of alloy formation by the two cornponr~~t  trans~lion mcrak :q :ti 
surface of the catalysts. 

3.6. Fe-Rlr/Si02, Fe-RtdA110~ and Fe-RIYT~O: 

Whcn the relatirc proport~on of Ru in the Fc-RulSi02 caraljsts is small. the obsrrvcd cnh,tncsmcnl i n  :t.: 
reducibility of iron i i  mainly due to the hydrogen spillover process. The reduction leads to the twn;a!wr. : 
~ e "  or Fe" depending on the reduction tcmperaturc. The reduction of non in Fe-RulS10: c~tiilyrla :.t I:). 

rnrtailic utatr 2s promoted by FeRu aiio) formation. The alloy formation and the reducibiln) of irur Incri.,.c 
ul th the rncrraw in the Ru content. Reduction s t  523 K o i  the Fe(5)-Rui I)ISIO: catalyst sho\\i the prrw.;  
oTFc'. (-25%). Fc'L ( - 2 5 8 )  and FeKu alloy (-54). W ~ t h  increase in the Ru content, the propmion :)I i. ' 
drcrcases by a srrnultancous Increase in thc FeRu alloy phase, the propartion of ~ r "  :\ nenrl) iiic;li? 
Hoawer, when the ieduciion is carried out at 723 K, most of the Iron in the Ru-rich composlilan\ is prcwn! . 
the lorm of PeRu alloy When RuEe 2 I .O, theic 1s neither ~ e ' +  nor any segregated a-Fe and thz pmp~:tlrld -,' 
~ c "  is o lw low. A rediiction temperature of 723 K should therefore be employed for thls bimcralhc calll!~!~ 

The Fe" ,pecici often round in  reduced F r - R u i S 1 0 ~  catnlysts ir probably doe to the olidatlor of h e  it 
iparttclri iornied on the support 

A cornparatwe study a i th  different supports has shown that the SiO: and y-Al-0, supports !ntuI,:i: *ilk 
iron in thc Fe-Ru catalyst dunng the reduction at 523 K and form the silicatc and the nllmnolr ph~.t\ 
reqcctiuel:. A lhighcr redtiction tempemlure o i?23  K, howc~cr ,  reducer rhs ~ e "  phasc to thc FeRu .Illn! Oi. 
the other hand. the TiO? supporr remains inert at low temperatures 01 reduction and tnrcracti onli at h h c ;  
temperatures (> 723 K: forming a tiwnatz. 
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,,ides depend to a large extent on the method of preparation and processmg conditions. The conventional 
nethods of ceramic preparation lead to the products, lacking in purity, action sloichiometry and desired 
pmder character~st~cs. These facL0rs ~ i g n i f ~ ~ a n t l y  affect the physical properties of the sintered compacts. 
H S B ; ~  the development of innovative synthetic methods and processing strategies have attracted considerable 
lniere~r m recent years Among the various methods carboxylate compIexation is one of the s~mple, convenient 
and efficient synthesis routes'". 

In the present investigation a series of simple and mixed metal citrate and tamate complexes have been 
pepred and thermally decomposed to produce monophasic, subm~cron oxide powders at relatrvely low 
temperatures and short durations of heating. 

2 ,  Experimental 

ne following s~mple and m~xed  metal cltrate and tartrate complexes have been prepared under optimized 
conditrons: NH6[ZrO(CaH50d12H?0 (AZC), H[ZrO(CsH507)1 2HzO (HZC), (Zr0,)[C6HsOilr 8H20 (ZC), 
A[ZiO(CaHaO,)i nHlO (A = Ba, Sr, Ca and Pb), BaTiO (CaHaOijl (CsHs07) 7Hi0,  A[ZQ (C4HrOa)21nH10 
fA=Ba, Sr, Ca and Pb), A[TiO(C4H40a)2 nH2O ( A =  Ba, Sr, Ca and Pb). The gel precursor methods such as 
nmiteiitrate, acetate-tartrate, acetate-arnine and acetatesitrate have been developed to produce cuprate fine 
powders. 

Spectroscopic techniques such as IR, NMR (solution and solid stale) and EPR (X-band) were employed to 
characterize the precursors, intermediate compounds and the resultant ox~des. Powder XRD, EDAX, surface 
sisa measurements (BET method), particle size analys~s (sedmentatlon and light-scattering techniques) and 
microscopic techniques such as SEM and TEM were employed to characterize the samples. Physical 
measurements such as dlelectnc measurements (LCR bridge), conductiv~ty measurements (four probe] and 
magnetic measurements (VSM) have also been carried out on the precursor-derived samples on approprlafe 
processmg. 

3. Results a n d  d i scuss ion  

The novel metastable tetragonal phase stabilization in ZrOl, derived from AZC, HZC and ZC, has been 
investigated. The precursor decompositmn results in the formation of nanosized f-ZrOl in the temperature 
W e  500-550C. The metastability of cnrate-denved r-Zr02 is attributed to a combined effect of crystallits 

19-15 nm) and lattice strain (3 to I ~10.') up to a crystallite size of about 15 nm. Above 50 nm slze, the 
l a t k  strain is relieved and hence only the size effect decides the metaslabihty. The presence of various anion 
5atanCY Configurations, predominantly the ZP-Vo, has been identified from EPR studies in tetragonal as well 
as rmoclinic (m) Zr02. The metastable I-ZrOl has been found to react with citrate-derived BaCOj to form 
Baa03 at 700°C. Isothermal kinetic study has been carried out for this reaction to extract the kinetic 
Parameters. By employing Carter model, an activation energy of 190-210 Kl  mof' has been derived. The 
rnhanced reactivity of t-ZrOZ has been attributed to the fine particle size as well as 1 -t m polymorphic 
t r ~ ~ ~ f o m a t i o n  (Hedvail effect).  his feature has been explored for the low temperature synthesis of zirconate 
provskites. 

The preparation of a new s e r m  of mixed metal citrate complexes, M[ZrO(CsHa0,)dnH~0 (M = Ba. Sr, Ca 
"d Pb) has enabled the synthesis of respective fine-particle oxides at temperatures as low as 650'C. The 
mesis of perovskite phase from citrate precursors has been investigated by employing dynamic 
'bermoanalytical techniques as well as isot~ermal calcination experiments. The intermediates of thermal 
dccom~osition isolated at different have been ~ubjected to various physicochemical characterizarion 
[xhniques. Based on the experimental a thermal decomposition scheme has been proposed. The citrate 
"mursors decompose to produce corresponding zirconate perovskites through three major stages, v i ~ .  (il 
dthydrat~on, (ii) decomposition of the citrare in a multistep process to form a mixed metal oxycarbonale 
Intermediate, M 2 ~ r ~ i ~ , ~ ~ 3  (M = B ~ ,  sr, ca and pb), and (iii) decomposition of the mixed metal carbonate to 
pm the resultant oxide MZrol. ~t no stage, MCO;(M =Ba, Sr and Ca) and Zr02 have bccn identified as 
lnltrmediates during the coune of precunor decomposition. The supporting evidence stems from T C  
' I o t h ~ a l  Calcination experiments, x-ray powder diffraction, electron diffraction and  solid-state NMR. 

oxides have been found to of submicron pa ic lcs  of about 0.1 pm size wiih an averogc 

%Iomerate size ranging from 3 to 7 pm. 
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The barrum titanyl citrate precursor, Ba[TiO(CsH60,)il(CaH807)-7H?O has been found to produce fine 
BaTlO, powders at 600°C. Thermal decomposmon of the precursor resulted in an oxycarbonate BoZT,:O5~~ 
in the temperature range 500-550T The resultant BaTiO; has been found to be a mixture of cubic and 
tetragonal phases. Calcining the oxide above 750°C resulted in a complete tetragonal phase formatlori a, 
lnferred from XRD. The green densities of the BaTtO, Compacts have been found to be about 60f i f  the 
theoretical value. Sintering the compact at 1300°C for 2 h resulted in a densification of about 93 to 989 uith 
about 0.5 pm grain size. Increasing the sintering temperature to 1350°C resulted in a drastic grain growth to 

around 40 m. The dependence of dielectric constant upon the grain size of citrate-derived BuTIO? has been 
mvestqated and the results compared with the alkox~de-derived as well as conventionally processed sampi:, 

Pechini gel method has been adopted for the synthes~s of PTCR compositions (donor doped, donor and 
acceptor Co-doped BaTlO, (Laooold, BaTiOi (Laoool Mnooaol-oooi) Improved PTCR behawour has hem 
observed for the sintered compacts. 

The potential chelating ability of tartaric acid has also been utihzed to synthes~ze various mixcd met4 
oxides. The titanyl tartrate species in aqueous solution. ~ i o ( ~ i T a r t ) i -  with a stability of logP= 10.75 ha, 
bcen found to be the key to form a series of complexes, M[TiO(H2Tart)2.nH20 (M = Ba, Sr. Cs and Pb). Thri; 
complexes could be precipitated in aqueous conditions and isolated as fine free-flowing powders. Thcic 
precursors on thermal decomposition at 6 5 0 T  produce MTtO, (M = Ba. Sr, Ca and Pb) finc ponderr 
Similarly, ziiconyl tartrate complexes. MIZrO(HnTart)l]nH.O have been prepared a1 optimized conditions and 
decomposed to obtain corresponding zirconates at about 650°C. Here again, the formation of mixed metnl oh! 
carbonate intermediates, M ~ T ~ ~ O ~ C O I  and M2Zr20rC01 has been identified 

Citrate gel route has been employed to synthcsm La2.,M,Cu0a_6(M= Ba and Sr; Or;x<0.31. The 
powder charactenstics and sinterine behawour have been investigated. Lai.,Gd,Cu04 (0 5 x 5 21 cornpodtion, 

for 0 Q80.45 and T' phase for 1 5 x <  2 0. The presence of only the gadolmum moment in T' phe% ha* 
been inferred from susceptibility measurements in the temperature range 30-300 K. 

Carboxylate-based 'sol-gel' methods have been developed for the synthesis of finc 1-2-3 oxlde ponder,. 
The? includc: (i) modified c~trate method, (li) hornogencous tartrate method, md (in) regulated amm 
complexation process 

These precursors have enabled an intimate mixmg of constituent metal ions in the solution-rol-gel phnrci. 
The resultant gels have been found to decompose at 500°C to produce highly reacnve, well-dispersed fine 
paniculate mixture of BaC03, Y103 and CuO. A calculation temperature of 880-900cC has been found 10 

produce phase pure 1-2-3 oxide fine powders. The primary particle size 1s of the order 0.3-1 yrn and thr 
surface area varies from 3 to 0.5 m ' g '  depending on the nature of the precursor. The oxygenated pjude: 
exhibits a Tc onset at 92 K for magnetic susceptibility and a narrow hysteresis for magnetization with H.8 and 
JC values of 105 Oe and 6 x 10' A cm-', respectively, at 77 K. The twms and defect configurations Present in 
these powders have been examined using HREM and electron diffraction techmques. The precursar-dcrlvd 
oxide powders on compaction and sintering at 95O0C attain the densities of 85-951 of the theoretical value. 
The resultant sintered discs exhibit sharp resistivity drops, AT, = 0.5 K with the onset of iuperconducti% 3' 

92 K. transport critical current. Jcr, of these compacts is of the order of 100-200 A cm-'. These cWVdcth 
are free from compositiona~ deviations. second-phase inclusions and grain boundary segregations 3s i n f e d  
fmm EDAX technique. 

I .  GALLAGHER, P. K. J .  Am. Cer. Sac., 1965, 48, 644-647. 
*ND THOMSON Jr j. 

2. GOPAUXRISHNA MURTHY, H. S., J.  Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 1975, 37, 891-898. 
S~:SBA RAO, M. AND 
N~K.%Y*NAHKLTTY, T. R. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

.A theoretical study of the linear and nonlinear optical properties of conjugated 
sptems by I. D. L. Albert 

Research supervisor: S. Ramasesha 
Jepanment: Solid State and Stmctural Chemistry Unit 

I. Introduction 

91glnic molecules with largc nonlinear optical (NLO) propeitles have becn of inlrrest to the expurirnmtul and 
:?ioiet~cal chernt~t and physlciit'. Of the various organic sy7tems studled it has becn found, from hoth 
nperirnents and theory, that organic molecules with extended ir-conjugation produce anamolously large 
mcxd- and third-order nunlineanties. Thus the major concern of both ihc expcrinienialisl and Theorist is to 
audel $)stems with large nonlinear optical properties W c  have con~puted NLO properties of d~ffercnt 
wugated systems using the correlated Pariser-Pan-Poplc model Hamiltonian. The results of these 
.hIiatlons have been used in the understanding of the reason for the exceptrunally large NLO reFponscs 
t7hiblted by these systems and to model systems with large NLO coefficients. 

2. .Model Hamiltonian and computational procedure 

fir interacting model Hamiltonlan uscd ~n all our calculations m thc Pariser-Par-Pople Hmiltonian rbhlch 
he unmn in the second quantized notation as 

N = C C ( I ~ / ~ I )  n:, 3, + C C ( W U )  a$ a,, a;, a,# 

0 s e 

'krc 6(a.,l creatps (annihilates) an electron at thc ~ t h  s m  with a spin n Thc integral? ( i  1 f 1 I )  repre5enr [he 
%llc cncrgy when i = I  and the transfer integral or the rerondnee integral I D )  when i =I.  The two-electron 
,?:%"! in the second term represznts the ~ o u l o m b  interaction between electrons on the same site when i =  k 
"d the Intersite lntcraction when i =  R which parameVi~ed according to Ohno. All there integrals are 
Wmetrized to match the optical gaps of the chosen system. The Hubbard Han~~l ton~sn  i\ also used in 
;ndcraanding the efrect of cornelatlo,, the NLO properties. We have always used the valence bond 
Wrams as the basis ~n all our calculations. Thcsc are chernicnlly intuitive snd a convenient way of 
"?rfmmg configurations eiicountercd in the configuration interaction (C1j calcularlon. Using the above 
Harnhnian and the valence bond diagrams as the basis the Hamiltonlan matrix is set up and I s  solved for 
'c' iou-lying cigenvalues using the R ~ ~ v ~ ~  algorithm. While the fin~le-field methad hai been wed 10 

-'iAhW the static p o ~ ~ i ~ ~ b i l i t ~ ,  the variailonal methodqor the computation of NLO coufficlents ha& 

'*'! used to calculate the frequency.depcndeot polarizability and hypcrpol;irizability. Sincr wc pt.rf0rm a 
-m~lc[e CI calculation within the chosen I-Iamiltonian our calculations are exact. 

-'. Results and discussion 

i:;ssftion between stacks polyenes has beell calculated within the charge dip& approxim~ition'. The 

''"!dll~ of the approximation is teste. cdculation on small n~odcl systcrnr The method bas heen 
Ri led to finite polyenes to shift in [he group and dipole allowed excited $!ate5 and hence optical 
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gaps ~n the prcsencc oineighbaurs. The calculations show a red s h ~ f t  in the optlcal gaps of the infinlie p,.i),.r, 
by 0 .121rV m,bich is rather small compared to the experimental red shlft This could be traced to the ]ur2c.  

inaccuracy rn the caiculsted shift in the excited state. The s h ~ f t  In the ground state energlei .s more ;,&;, 
and hence the method is better suited for studying the effect of intermolecular tnteroct!on\ on :hc propen,-. ,,. 
the ground srate. 

The model exact energy and the pulari~abllity cslculations on unsubslrluled polycnca show :hat the Jlp,,:; 

allowed excited state of long-cham polyene< exhibit sudden polarizat~on. Thia is a cunsequcnce ot onc ::i 
single excited states becoming degenerate ii'ith the Ihc d ~ p u l e  allowed s u i t e d  stare and ~rnpile, au.idu 
polsruntnn In the excited ainglcl statc as well. In the case of push-pull polyenec we tied that thcrc !i a \widi.. 

incrcase of the dipole momenta in one of the low-lying excited slates at n lwiht angle of 90' :iiound a mici;: 
bond. This phenomenon 18 independem of the push-pull s lreng~h and is a l w  insen.;!live to thc po\~tiria <>i ; i v  

subst~tuenti'. 

Calculations of polarizabihty and THC coeffic~cnts of butadicnc including both thc o and the z uri-,I..: 
\indic;irc the o-n sepzmbiliiy approximation, It 1s found that while the contribution of the o clectmm iii !P; 

polm~nbtl i ty is positive and larger, the contrtbutmn of the rams to the THC coefficients t i  s m l l  and negdi;: 
These ohservntinns lsad us to infer rhat a pure n-electron model a l t h  electron corrclatmw I, nleqnd; !. 
modellins the XLO propcitles of conjupled sy*trms'. Cnlculationi of the SHG cocfficmts of ~uhliPo!rl 
pol)mer w t h  more than one whstituent shov, that the two-state model i i  inadcquntc i n  the\e system\ bvcadr: 
of the prcsencc of more than one excited state wnh large transition dipole mamcnt. The nonre\onmi St!(. 
cor.fficient\ die tnhanccd when all the push groups arc placed t-rum one end o f  the polyenc and ;ill !hc ps! 
groups Srom the other. This arrangement le:>ds to both large diiferencr in the d p l e  nroment5 netucun th: 
ground and excited states and a large transmon dipole moment between thmr stnvs. Rosll) ,  the tui,r:ns * a :  

the configuration\ :round a double bond increases the SHG corffic~ents in all the ca\es provided :he CO~J:. 

gnaon parhh-ny is not blocked by such tv~ti ts .  Caliulations on polymerhmeimincs (PMII and pol>-!?. 3 dl4 

zzbu!adienes (PDBj show that the PMIs are good candidates for SHG applicntions The altcrnlt~ne d : w  
acceptor character along the chain leads to borh lwge SIIG coefficients and strong length deprndrncc of t k - c  
corfficrnt5. These calculations show rhat the PDB systems, however, are unl~kely to be eifioent NLO m~tcnr 'r  

Elcciric f~eld-induced second harrnon~c (EFISH) generation c o r f h m h  of pulyenes hm.c been cdlcuirti.~! 
~ o b i n g  for the ground a!atc In the prrsmcr of a dc field and using this ground state ua%rfunclion :he SiiC 
ewfticiectr deper.d on thc field strengths and direction. The size dependrnce obey a poaer hu and 
dlmt,\t the \am? rxpocrnt m d  rhat of the THG coefficients. The coefficients are scnriti%? lo Ihr h .dhm 
.trreochemivq and *how rapid increase with the twlat angel but wddenly drop to very small $ d u e \  -. 
f3 = 90' when tianrfer ncio\s the two fragments of the polyrne chain vanishes. Thc effect of the dc iidd in !h 
SHG cocfficiem of substmled polycrits is almost the same as the EFISH coeffic~enta, alt!ameh ;hr 
u?efflcrrnt\ dcpcnu on the field direction relative to the push-pull direction. The irre dependmce i s  ,bh:i! 
uc r i c r  ihan the EFISH cocfficirntr'. Calculations of the THC caefficiencs ot nirrugcn-ceat:~~nmg com~ilunj '  
show that the symmetric cyanme dyes exhibit very i a r g  NLO response. It ha, becn found thst the pre\cncc 
nroogen at :he end\ of the chain aids in thc of the molecules and hence increascl the hi-<I 
cwfficients. The presence of nitrogen at thc middle reduces the delocalizatrm of the n electrons md 
reduces the SLO coefiicicnts Numerically exact pock& and krr coefficients of both iuhsiituld -mi 
a-subrtilsted polyencs have been calculated by calculating the polarizability of the system in rhe pic\mc.' 01 a 

6s ficid and fittrng the data to a &nernlizrd parabola. We find that in the case of the unsuhstitsled pliW' 
the Pakcis caeificlents %anish and the Kerfs coefficient is the lnrgcst the field 1s applied along 
cham dlwiim in the cast of the subarituted polyrnes the Pockels coefficients arc vei) r e n m w  I" 

\ ~ e n @ b  of the wbsti:ucnt whllc the Krrr coefficients are only weakly affected. A comparison of the :*rw6' 
wca:ld-o&i %LO coeflicicnts shous  that the Pockels coefftcients arc larger than thc SHG cdfii . lenii .  !' I!" 
Care cf the hid-order prwrai the ircnd is K e n  coefficients are larger than the the EFISH cocffimni. u h ~ ~ ' :  
are l a r w  lhan the TMG ;oefficients. 
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Thesis Abstract (MSc.  (Engng)) 

Estimation o f  thermophysical p r o p e r t i e s  o f  b i n a r y  o r g a n i c  s o l u t i o n s - s u r f a c e  
tensions by S. Srinivas Shaslri 

Research supervisors: T. R. Das and A. K. Mukherjee 
Dzparrment: Chc~nlcal Engineering 

I. Introduction 

'uiface tenslon 5s a property that represents the changcs in rnolccular ~nteraclions and could thus be used as a 
Wnj of lnterpret~ng behaviour of  binary and other systcnts Although much work has been done In 
r~dcistanding rhls property rhere arc only a few mstanccs where this has been studied hy conaidering 3 

Eonologous stnes. 

L Experimental 

mtrurnents used to lneasu,r tbz surpd,.e tension were cahn 2000 eiec~robillance snd stdabrmomter The 
!7nWe Of the Cahn balance the lcnslometrlc prlnclplc and the stalagnmmeter on the drop weight metlrod. 
Jeinmment used to measure the dellslty w.ls an Anton Pam DMA 55 deusltymerer 

3. Results and d i scuss ion  

""cudy of dens~ty was necersltated ror reasons, firstly, as a means of calibntron ( r . 6 .  lnole framon 01 
"'!utel and secondly as a I,, cases. the dznsity of [he soiutmn was found to be rnanaton~cnlll 

w th  concentranon of the (henrcne, toluene or xylem) It should be stated at thls polnr that 
'br+om~oncnts (alcohols and RTX) were micclhle I" all proportions. 

Figures 1 to 3 show the surface tension vs fraction solute curves. It is Imponant to note the dmost 

Pa' nature of the methanol and ethanol culves and the bchvviour of thc curves of the nther alcohols 

linearity or  the methanol and can be mributed ro the msonably high dlcicm!c 

which inlplleS interrnalecu)ar hydrogen bonding2. wi th  increase in BTX conccnrrvtion the hydrogen- 
Wed wmplexes merely break, thus the tension increase is scen to bc proport~ond 10 the d w e r  of 
.a 
i/" 

Piex bleakage. In the case of higher alcaha~s a factor that into play is the rteric htndrance' This c:in 

*'"o the sluggish behawour of  these curves nt low concentrations of BTX 
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Benzene - Alcohols 
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Flg 2. Surface renslon r,r lnol lrac 

Th mai* P m o n  of rh~s work was tho dc\elopment of a generalized correlnnon. The lcfinltlo~ w ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
9eussun 1s 7i-x surface-rice energy per unit area When a solution in for~ned there are merry ;hnnEL.i """ 

wen changes In the frce encrgy. Thus it seemed to consider the exccss energ? ": 
mirW as a PaanPeter The drawback with this approach is the difficulty in measurement and the n C r r  k'! 

~ f e - ~ w  t h  m w y  cocffic!cnt. Onc is aware that the activity coefficient 1s ;m adequate w * ~ ~ ~ ! ' ; ~  
c m a a  frw ener8y and a pvrarnetei that can bc either experimentally or obtatned ~ ~ o m s &  

 of rJmuP contributm mthods such a UNIFAC', 
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The pioposed correlation has the followng f o m :  

whsic Us), 1s the rurfzce telism of the pure alcohol species, C, parely an alcohol number coeffment 
rcpimnted by 

uhere k is the number of -CHI - groups A and B are coeffmenrs pdlr>~ulai  ro the alcohol specics and are 
rcpresentatiie of the contributions duc to the dispersrve forces" hydrogen bunding and s t em htndtance The 
rrlvtioo for these coeficients is 

"here N is the number of  -CHz- groups The actlr?ty coeifmcnL y, 8s rhe actnoty cocffic~ent o l  the slcohol 
Wcles  In  solutmn, thus the relarron us presented here is bared only on the alcohol species, and this is the 

for reducing the snrface tenston \nth respect to the surface t c n s m  of the pure alcoha:. 

11 1s observed from the above correlatron that the prcsence of the other component (i.r..  BTX) Is not 
' n w m t  This implier that the coeffic,ents fa,,)) insensltirre to the presence of the other component. 
H o ~ ~ ' e v ~ r  the effpct ot  the other component comes into play m theactwit). coefflclen1 

Thi? comlatlon is qutte ncc~,rm showlne ,naxin~um absolute deviation from expmmcntai that In no 
W e  exceed 5% The h m ~ t m o n  of this correlation Is that it ,a specific to 25°C and end polnr cl~culatlon of the 
w i n c e  tenrlon I S  posslbie 

4. Conclusions 

Group intcracnons definitely play a role In the bthilviout of surface lension 

The aciivily curfijrwnc nod the excess free eneqy good representations of thc uhangcc i n  aurfncc 
Icnsm. 

It u Ohserved that dlspelaive forces u,hrch generdly signrliwnt m mixtures of non-electmlytes 

elso very mporrant in the mixtures studled in thlr work 

The actway c o e f f , ~ , ~ ~ ~  of the species has been found to be a good Paralneler lo base 
correlat~oli. 

5 The coridattan developed genersllzed and the coeff,clcnt.; A, B and C w e  charactcr~stic of the a h h o i  
only and are fsrrly ,nsensit>ve to thc cther component 

i SHASTRI. s s . Das, T R. 
*NU 'MUKHEKIEE. A K 

Group cantnbution cstimiltion o f  activity cosifickmls In  ac:drz! 
Liquid mixtures, AICkEJ, 1975. L1. 116-128 
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rhesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

rbeoretical studies of electronic effects in organic molecules and reactive 
~ntermediates by S. Lalitha 

Research supervisor: J. Chandrasekhar 
Department: Organic Chemistry 

1. Introduction 

The work involves the quantification of different types of orbital interactions that operate in a variety of 
organic systems and rhe elucidation of their consequences on molecular and electronic structures, energetics, 
as weil as on reactivity. 

A variety of experimental procedures are commonly used to determine and quantify elect~onic effects. 
Theoretical methods are also quite powerful for the study of such problems. Several procedures including 
molecular mechanics, semiempirical (MNDO) and ab inifio MO methods have been used in the presenl 
investigation. 
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ScmhlE 1. 

2. Ground states of diradied systems 
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lcneethane, polycyclobutadiene, benzynes, pyridnes, etc. Calculations carried out at the MNDO level, with ful; 
geometry optimizations for all the diradicals, lead to results in excellent agreement with available ab inmo as 
well as experimental studies. The only discrepancy, that of the predicted preference of tetramethyleneerbane 
for the singlet state, is resolved hy proposing a plausible reinterpretation of the experimental results' 
The calculated results are rationalized on the basis of the interplay between through-space (overlap and spin- 
piring) effects and through-bond spin polarizalion effecls. 

3. Alpha and beta silyl effect on vinyl radicals 

The geometric, eonformational, and energetic consequences of u- and B-silyl groups at vinyl radicals are 
cvaluared using the ab initio theory. Cdculations at the 6-3lGW ISTO-3G* level reveal that the a-silyl effect 
is quite substantial and larger than that of the corresponding a-methyl effect. In contrast, the p-silyl group 
produces linle perturbation in the struclure and energetics of vinyl radicals. 

4. Homoaromaticity in organic molecules and reactive intermediates 

The magnitude of homoaromaticity is evaluated in numerous organic systems using the MNDO methodolog) 
including limited configuration interaction. A variety of criteria such as thermodynamic stabilization relative 
to nonstabilizcd reference systems, atom-atom energy partitioning, bond orders, geometric dislortions 2nd 
UHF instabilities have been applied. The principal conclusion is that homoaromaticity is not important in 
neutral and anionic systems. However, same of the cationic systems do show substantial homoaromaticity. A 
tricyclic model system is proposed to distinguish between alternative stabilizing interactions in caioanions. 
MNDO calculations are used to demonstrate that the contributions from tris-homoconjugation, inductive 
effect, and negative hyperconjugation can all be swamped by gegen-ion interactions. 

5. Structural and electronic effects in roofed polyquinanes 

The structural and electronic effccts in roofed polyquinanes, 1-4, which provide a possible route to the 
synthesis of dodecahedrane, are invesligatcd. Molecular mechanics calculations indicate that the lrons double 
bonds in these systems are bypentable and hence should resist hydrogenation2. However, the magnitude of 
hyperstability is controlled by remote steric interactions in the cage molecules. The double bonds in thest 
molecules have interesting electronic interactions as well. MO calcuiations and an empirical analysis arc used 
10 =sign the photoelectron spectra of these and related model compounds. The symmetric and anrisymmehic 
combinations of the xMOs of the enone moieties and 3 and 4 show some of the largest splinings ever 
measured'. The results indicate that through-space and through-band effecb act in concert in these systems, a 
in propano-bridged systems. 

6. Cope rearrangement catalysed by a remote carbenium ion centre 

The dectronic origin of a remarkable acceleration of the Cope rearrangement in a tctracyclic molecule ( 5 )  
cfkcected by a remote carbenium ion centre (Scheme 1) is unravelled using MNDO calculations'. Detailed 
naction energy profiles were computed at the MNDO lcvcl for the model system 6-+7 and 8 4 9 .  

The computed resuits thmw new light on tho mechanistic possibilities of Cope remngementS 
sontribute lo a general understanding of remote sub~tituent effects on such reactions. Calculations 

on model systems 1&13 indicate that the presence of noibornyl skeleton and the rigid endocyclic 
d ~ b k  bands affect the mechanism and energetics cope rearrangement to a considerable eXxcni 
Th c f f ~ ~ t  of substitution at the 7-position of ~ l e  norbomyl skeleron and the effect of ch!Orinc 
subaitufion as in Ihe original system 5 have also heen examined by taking the model systems 14-17. 

1. C I L ~ ~ U B U N ,  A., Is tetramethyleneethane a state tri~ler?, Proc. hdron 
&BERT, I. D.L.. RAMASESHA~S., SCL (Chem. Sci.,), 1993,105,5342. 
LU!~HA, 5. AND 
CR*WWSWIUL, I .  
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: i ~ i n i a ,  S., CHANDRASEKHAR, J .  Cage geometry controlled hyper stabiliry in roofed palyquinanes, 
AND MEHTA, G. TetrahedronLett., 1990.31, 42194222. 

3 L ~ T H A ,  S., CHANDRASFKHAX, J. Remarkable acceleration of Cope rearrangement by a remote 
AND M~HTA, G. carbenium ion center. Theoretical elucidation of thc electronic 

origin, J. Org. Chem., 1990,55,3455-3457. 

1. MEHTA, G., RIDDY, K. R., Roofed polyquinanes: Synthesis and electronic structure, J. Org. 
GLEITER, R., LALITHA, S. Chem., 1991,56,7046-7055. 
AVD CHANDRASEK~R,  J. 

Thesis Abstract (M. Sc. (Engng))  

.4 design-evaluation system using medical axis transforms b y  V. Sundararajan 

Research supervisor: B. G u m m o o r t h y  

Department: M e c h a n i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g  

I. Introduction 

Re traditional product development cycle from conceptuaT design to the realization of the product goes 
!bough several iterative procedures. The traditional cycle begins from the process af  conceptlial design and 
weeds  throueh the tasks of detailed desien and drafting. desien analysis, prototype building and testing and - .  . .  
::A wilt ~ h s  r e ~ i l z m a r .  111 [he p x t .  . \ r w  2d;h 51,Ue 1 1  !I+. C!;IC. ~f I ~ C  w\..l<\ .,TI. 1.1,: ihltSlliiOO, th pan 
''3 0 h: redr,:4n:a :r u r d ~  thv  11 l iu l . \ .  p:r!oms ,artqaz:dr~l? ~n rhc working rn\lrt,nmr.nI I her: 1%. 

[herefore, a large time gap between thc co&kpt and the final realization of the part due to these iterative 
xocedures. 
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The advantages of the MAT are: 

6 Connectedness: One can mtverse along from one point to any other point on the MAT. There are 
discontinuities. . Unique representation: From an hMT only one object can be derived, conversely an object will derive 
only one MAT. . Reduction of dimension: MAT reduces the dimensionality of the object by one. This is good because 
manipulation at a lower dimension will be easier than at higher dimension. 

4. Implementation 

Features are emacted from the MAT and manufacturing tagged on to these features. These features can be 
evaluated by an expert system. The criterion of evaluation is the manufacturability of the object. Once the 
evaluation is performed, remedies suggested by the expert are incorporated into the MAT and finally !be 
model of the manufacturabie part is obtained from the modified MAT. 

An algorithm to generate the MAT of 2.SD objects with rectilinear edges has been explained. T?ic 
proposed methodology is an improvement over those reported in literature3-' In that only the end points ofthe 
MAT segments are determined to generate the MAT. Curvilinear edges in objects are handled by spliniq 
them into rectilinear segments. 

Heuristics for feature extraction from the information available from the MAT has been outlined. This 
information is input to an evaluation module. Presently it is assumed that an expert system which contains 
rules ofthe specific manufacturingprocess exists. The outputs of the evaluation system are modifications to be 
performed on the object. These modifications are incorporated into the MAT and a modified MAT of an object 
that is manufacturable is obtained. 

Finally, an algorithm to regenerate the B-rep modei of the object from the modified MAT has beer. 
suggested and implemented. The rules to regenerate the object depend on tangency information as the MAT 
has information of the circles at the ends of each segment. 

5. Results and conclusions 

While the use of MAT as an intermediate representation has been proposed earlier6, this is the first attempt 
dose the loop between the design and manufacturing using MAT as an intermediate representation. 
Algorithms have been proposed and implemented to: 

gemate MAT from a B-rep model 
= we MAT for Feature extraction and modification 

qenera tc  the B-rep of an object from its MAT. 

A design evaluation system has been built, using these algorithms, to evaluate and modify a given Pan 
model to d m  a part that is mannfachuable. The system has been tested using models of parts to be smped 
(2.5D multiply connected palyhedrai objects). 

It u f w d  ihat the shape of the MAT is sensitive to the dimensions of the object. During modificarion of 
MAT to incorporate the expert's suggestions, it is necessary to predict che change in the Shape of MAT 

geometry chsnges. In this work, heuristics have been used to predict the change in shaF of the 
MAT d~ SuESnted moditications in the object geomehy for 2.5D polyhedral objects. This howcvw 
will bf VW f cd io~ as the complexity of the objects and the feature domain increases. Extension ofthe 
MAT ffo COmpicx domains and 3D objects may therefore not he very straightfonvard and wuirPi 
funha invcstigatcn. 
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These Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Some studies on negative resistance behaviour associated with MOSFET by C. Guru 
Prasad 

Research supervisors: M. Satyam and D. B. Ghare 
Department: Electrical Communication Engineering 

1. Introductiou 

The integrated circuit (IC) is an important component of the electronic systems thal we use today. The 
inventi~n of integrated circuit, where a large number of devices are fabricated on a small portion of the wafer, 
h;L\ led to the development of fast, reliable and economical systems1' The continuous effort to miniaturize has 
rcsultcd in developing ICs with component densities of the order of l~'-lO'per cm2. At these leveis of 
~iniaturiZation, physical and technological problems are encountered which limit further reduction in device 
dimensions'. One such factor is the appearance of negative resistance in the V-I characteristic of a device due 
tohigh electric field or due to the interaction of paras& components associated with the device. The ncgetive 
resistance behaviour can lead to instabilities if the device is operated in this region. However, it is also 
possjble to increase the range of application of these device so-uctures by utilizing the negative iesistancr 
behaviour. Though there had been many investigations on the drdn-source breakdown phenomena in 
MOSFETs, a thorough investigation into the occurrence of this negative resistance region and its dependence 
Qn various hias conditions is l a ~ k i n ~ ~ - ~ .  Especially the influence of protection diode structure on this negative 
mis'mce behaviaur remains to be investigated. In view of this, an attempt has been made in this thesis to 
lniestigate the negative resistance that arise in a device, namely, MOSFET, at high clectric 
Le:ds as well as due to its interaction with the parasitic devices. 

1. Experimenta~ work 

fie V-Icharacteristics of an n-channel MOSFET in a typical CMOS IC, such as CD4007, have been measured 
% to drain voltages af the order of 35 v (which is two to three times the normal operating voltage) under 
BlfErent gate and substrate bias conditions and temperatures. The effect of substrate volfage under various 
Vmfing conditions of MOSFET, such as gate voltage less than threshold, near threshold and much grsater 

threshold, has been investigated. ~ h ~ s e  experiments have been carried out at low ternpemtm (77 K) a h .  
%c eX~e~mental set-up cansisrs of a HP6623.4 programmable powcr supply. Keithly model 181 
WoVoifmeter and ~ l u k ~  8842.4 digital multimekr, of which have been interfaced with tbePC/AT. 

3. R-ults a n d  discussion 

I' las been found from these investigations that fhese characteristics exhibit negative rcsisrancc W i o n ~  
1). Thc Origin of these negative resistance regions has been identified and appropriate analysis of ?.be 

messes involved has been carried out. ~t has bee,, .hewn thar the negative resismcc o b ~ m d  at &in 

; T t s  is due to the at the drain-substratc junction which triggem the P-itic 
W a r  transistor, formed by (nt), subssate (p) and drain (a'), into action. The o e c u m c e  of a second 
PSative resistance at relatively high drain has been to thc conductivity moduiulion of the 

Sbhratc because of the injected at the drain end6. me occumervce and the extent of these negative 
M i m c e  regions and the hysterisis charaetcristics are affected by gate and substrate voiWes. A h  
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Fig. 1. Typical measured drain characteristics 
(n-channel FET) at V G  = 0 V ,  V , Y ~  = 0. 
Rsns = 0 n. 

Fig. 2. Typical negative resistance characteristic 
obtained with RSR = 4.7 k, RnUa = 1 k, RDR = 100 0, 
V S R  ---1.55 V .  

experiments conducted st  77 K indicare that operating the device at 77 K gives better performance due to the 
absence of second negative resistance and bipolar transistor bchaviour at low drain currents, under high 
substrate and gate voltages. Thus these investigations point out the limitations that arise due to the p~asiticj  
which become impottant at high levels of miniahlrization. 

ARer realizing that the parasitics play an important role in deciding the behaviour of ICs, a systematic 
study has been made of a MOSFET structure in a CMOS IC with various possible interconnections. There 
studies have indicated that these parasities can be utilized to increase the functional capabilities of the 
integrated circuit structures. 

It har been possible to realize negative resistance characteristics by providing simple interconnections 
between the various electrodes which are essentially the terminals of parasitic elements and the regular FET 
The following are the various types of negative resistance structures that have been realized. 

(i) Negative resistance in the gate voltage-gate current characteristic; the interconnection among various 
tenUianls is as follous. Drain and substrate are shorted and connected to a constaot current source. Sourcc- 
SubStratc junction is fonvard biased. 

(ii) Negative resistance in the gate voltagegate current characteristic has also been observed though a 
different contiguration. Here, the soume-substrate junction is fornard biased. AISO an external series resistor 
is connected along the source path. Drain-substrate junction is reverse biased and kept constant (Fig. 2). 

( W  Nemtive resistance in the source voltagcsource current here the device is b i n d  in a 
similar manner as in the above case, but with the external series resistor connected to the gate circuit inircad 
of the source. 

* W3afive re~i~tQ.nct characteristicr bave been explained in terns of the interaction b e t w n  vario?ir 
p z ~ i t i c  etemmts along with the regular FET. 

utiiitS of negative resistance characteristics has been demonstrated by constructing a Scbmi" 
t r i . ~  pod P & x % t i ~ n  oscillator. Thus it may be seen from these investigations that a single M O S m  stnret*rt 
rvsi1uk4e in an integrated circuit can be made use of to generate a variety of negative resistance charac'erirr'c" 
uw;h c ~ e n t i a l l ~  the characteristics of devices performing functions like switching, oscillation, m..  
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Analysis of laminates without and with delaminations at free edges by H. K. 
Harikumar 
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Fig. I .  cr, ahng r = 0 forb = 40 t for [0190], laminate 

a:: L-['..-w . . 
z. 

.=v.-lw 
2 '  

t = gw. ( 1 )  

TO sttidl its ~ r i o m n n c e  the model is applied to the free edge problem. The inclusion of the thickness-~treth 
dcrormatior. provides the n e c e s s q  Flexibility (over CLPT) to obtain finite statically equivalent estimates for 
interldminar Srrc-sses even in the free edge problem. The results of interlaminar stresses are compared wiih the 
=wits obtained from a model involving layenvise series approximation of the displacement function to Olcr 
10 terms prr h e r '  !Fig. 1 i. Reasonably good aueernent is noticed. Dependence of the nature of interlaminar 
m w e r  on the pl) ibickrers and stacking sequence is also studied. 

3. DeImninations at straight free edges 

As 8 next Z W .  the theory is extrnded ro include flexure and is used to obtain interlaminar stresses and Strain 
e n W  r e k e  rdcs in a laminated coupon containing edge delaminations. The laminate is divided inta various 
ZRW~ b d  M1 sire and iocstion of delaminations. Displacements in each region me represented accordins to 
ikbc P K o t  h o i )  and the reqoimd continuity and bundary conditions are satisfied. Strain energy rd:a= 

~ b l a h d  n* the derivative of the total strain energy of the laminate with respect to the delaminntion size 
BF;.~ W d ~ r i *  also ineludes initial thermal strains developed during when the lnminatc is cooled down 
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jrom mafiix gel temperature. In view of the displacement-based laminate plate theorics used in tbe analysis the 
procedure does not mimic thc stress singularity at the delamination tip. However, the magnitude of stress 
obtained from the present analysis brings out its severity. The case of an infinitely long symmetric laminate 
.*:h delaminations located at the laminate midplane along its free edgzs is'considered for numerical smdy. 
7he results for interlaminar normal stress ahead of the delamination tip are reported far various delamination 
sires. It is observed thal interlaminar normal stress is more severe at the free edge of the undelaminated 
:aminate than at h e  tip of the delamination of finite size. Beyond a particular size of delamination, hardly any 
change in the peak value of the delamination tip stress is noticed. With increasing delamination size, enrrgy 
release rate rises steeply and converges t o  a value predicted by classical laminated plate theory'. This 
behaviour is also noticed in other results reported in the literature. 'The free edge delamination grows initially 
i n  an unstable manner till a padicular critical size, beyond which the growth is stable. 

1. Delaminations along curved edges 

A methodology to estimate total strain energy relcase rate and its companenrs along curved delaminatmn 
f~onts based on classical laminate plate theory is also presented. l h e  present approach consists of analybing 
only the neighbaurhood of a short segment of the delamination edge. This procedure can be readily extended 
:o orher theories including those developed in earlier chapters. In the case of delaminations along infinitely 
h g  straight edges the present methodology yields closcd-form solutians for total stmin energy release rate 
md 1ts components. The present results for the components of strain energy relcase rates arc compared for 
>ariaus stacking sequences and delamination locations with thnse ubtained from relined quasi-three- 
dimensional analyses for the case of a chosen delamination length sin times the ply thickness. Resulrs show 
[hat the estimates o f  antiplane shearing/tearing mode GI,, from classical laminated plate theory agree very well 
with those obtained from 04osi-three-dimentional analvsi? (Fie. 2). Reasonably pood agreement in other 

!o inplane loading containing delamkalions. ~ b m ~ a r i s o n  of the results of strain energy release rates for the 
cue of j0/90], by a full 3D finite element analysis confirms the usefulness of the present melhodology in 
b W n g  out the qualitative behaviour of these laminates. 

Fig. ? Gt,, of delaminations in 0/(45-8) interface of [-(45 + 8)/-f3/(45-M90-@)I, laminates; -.-- Qunvi 31) 
bite element analysis; -Present meihodaiogy using CLPT results (in closed form). 

5. Conclnding remarks 

T ~ ~ J s  the main anernp, in &is thesis bas been to develop simple theoretical methods for rhr study of 
'~mlaminar stresses and strain enera release in laminates without and *ith delnminations. two- 
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dimensional theories are necessary to bring out, at least qualltatively, the effect of damages so that 
analysis could be useful to choose more damage tolerant options at design stage andor identify critical reaioas 
for more detaiied study by three-dimensional finite element analysis. Currently such approaches called L$~ 
global-local analysis are becoming attractive. The present study is a contribution towards global anallsis ia 
such a strategy. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Current-limiting and voltage-limiting properties of ceramics based on n-BaTiO3 
solid solutions by V. Ravi 

Research supervisor: T. R. N. Kutty 
Department: Materials Research Centre 

1. Introduction 

Cunent-limiting (CL) characteristics of donor-doped polycrysttllline ceramics on BaTiO, or its solid soiutions 
End wide-ranging applications such as self-regulating heaters, overload ~rotection devices, degaussing 
cempnents and Iime delay switches. Notwithstanding i e  wide applications, CL has received less attention ir. 
open literature, possibly due to its praprietorj nature. The existing publications'.' project the CL as a mere 
cwnsequmec of the well-known PTCR (positiw temperature coefficient in resistivity) effect. The present *Q~L 
has kcen undertaken to understand the mechanism underlying the CL property. During the course of this slud!. 
WC observe4 that the CL behaviour gives way to voltage-limiting (varistor) (VL) at specific chemici 
composition of thc solid solution, ambient temperature, T., and field strength. Hence, the studies haw been 
extended to the varistors based on n-BaTiOl ceramics. 

2. Experimc~tai procedures 

The pem~ski1e. BaTiOl. and its solid solutions have been prepared by either ceramic or chcmicai mcth*s 
(inctdiag hydrothermal method). Donor and acceptor impurities are introduced through solution mount in^ as 
well in the Prtcunor itxlf. The methods employed for characterization are such as X-ray powder diff=ction- 
&rmJ malysir. Spectmscopic (electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), infrared (IR)) and clccuon 
mimwO?jc tccbiques. The steps involved in the fabrication and processing of ceramics including sintering 
schedule studied. Elecvoltsr nickel coating has been applied to these sintered disks for ohmic con~Cts tw 
merslm elafrid PTXItier, ex.. resistivity, capacitance versus :emperature and current-voltage reialions, 

3. Reatb and d i u s s i o n  

c m t U ) - v o l ~ e  (Y) relations of n-BaTiO, ceramics (when T, < Tc) have four distinct regions' 
i m n $  ader of applied potentials; (if a linear portion at lower voltages which includes e m '  
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Loo E /  V / C ~ )  

fig. I. J-E characteristicsof (a) BariO,: 0.3 La, and (b) (Sro~Baa s) (Tia d r o . o 3 ) 0 i :  0.3 La a8 300 K 

maximum (ii) a negative differential conductivity (NDC) region, (iii) a ncarly constant current segmenr 
~ J ~ ~ s  and (iv) a slow upturn behaviour. For the bulk composifions having isovalent lattice substitueors, the 
xDC Wion is broadened out and the attained body temperatures (Tb) at the Cl. regions vary wiih the 
comPosition. The measured T, values in the NDC as well as the CL region depend upon T.. The T~s  attained 
during CL 2.16 much lower than Curie temperatures (TL). The dissipation characteristics show that thc Power- 

capability of these ceramics decreases drastically when T. > 3;. The I-Vcilrves also chansc fmm CL 
'"L behavior, when Tb md T, are always z T ~ .  These changes are observed in the titanate solid solutions 
(Fig. Ib) as well, so that the varistor behaviour could he brought to room temperature by modifying the bulk 
"mposition. The present observations show that CL ariscs out of the combined influence of tbe firid effect, 
joule heating and heat dissipation rather than as a mere consequence of the PTCR property. Joule heating 
"kes rhe cubic phase cantent much below T" as a consequence of the diffuse phase transformation behaviour 
Of n-BaTiO, solid solutions. powder dlffractograms recorded during CL show the presence of cubic 
phase, the content of which increases depending upon the magnitude of applied ptential as u%ll 5s T.. 
Whereas the heat dissipation to the surrounding forces the grains to fall hack to the to~agonal phase, %'hen 
?< T ~ .  The charge trapping bchayiour of the rnidband-gap states, parlicularly of the acccptorlype, is different 
'' 'he t*ag~nal as compared lo that of cubic phase. This imparts a heternjunction chaiactcr to the 
'PWgonai/cubi~ interface regions. H ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  tunneling across such asymmetric barrier, genemted, under Joule 

will account for the CL chawteristics show good comparison to the reporred I- F' curves of 

orta~-ins~lator-semicondUCtor hetemjunctions. ~h~ calculated I-Y ffilations are in good %!emen! with the 
curves. In Region 4, because of higher T~ aitined, thc heat dissipation is inndquaie for phase 

""enion tetngonal, accounting for the upturn behaviour. 
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 he influence of ATS mixture (A1203 + Ti02 + SiOJ on the I-V characteristics of n-BaTiO, is examined 
in detail. Two novel wet chemical techniques consisting of two-stage firing have been developed 
to incorporate these additives to eliminate the possibie contamination from the grinding and 
media utilized in the ceramic method. These techniques are particularly suited for GBL modifien in 
low concentrations (< 1%). The optimum ratio among the additives (A1201 : Ti01 : S O 2 )  is found to be 
1:1:3 for ail the ceramic compositions. At lower concentrations, ATS decreases the room tempera. 
ture resistivity (pZo0) without modifying the sharp p T  curves, whereas at higher contents, it enhances p,,, 
and broadens the p-T curves. Incorporation of TiOl (< 5%) does not change the electrical resistivit! 
significantly. AI", when doped alone, raises the p m  of n-BaTiOa to very high values. However, p,,, does not 
increase with the addition of Al203 in the presence of SO2,  but is quite useful as a grain size cantioii- 
ing addbive. Si02 added in n-BaTiOl ceramics generates the titanosilicate phases. The latter helps to retain 
liquid phase up to 1520 K on cooling from the sintering temperatures. This alters the grain boundary reactions 
within the ceramics, which in turn, modifies the electrical properties. The broad PTCR curves obsened 
at higher contents of ATS indicate enhanced disorder at the grain houndary layers (GBL). The disorder at 
the GBL regions is found to arise dominantly from the addition of Si02. In these ceramics, the acceptor 
states have a distribution in energy values. Consequently, the activation of the acceptor states located in the 
GBL regions persist to temperatures > Tc. Accordingly, the PTCR region is broadened. The diminished J,: 
as well as the NDC region at higher contents of ATS can be explained in terms of the concepts of field effect 
at the asymmetric barrier. Under these conditions, the heterojunction character at the grain boundaries is 
built up at lower field strengths thereby limiting the J,, and broadens the NDC region. The tunneling across 
the asymmetric barrier so generated under Joule heating accounts for the appearance of A,, without the 
pronounced current maximum. 

In the case of mixed-phase ceramics3 prepared from sintering mixtures of donor-doped BdTiOl 
(tetragonal) as the major phase and undoped cubic perovskite such as SrTi03, BaSnOs, BaZrO, and 
BaTiO, (< 20%, prepared through hydrothermal method) as the minor phase, the initial linear I-V reia- 
tion (Region I )  becomes CL (Region 3) without any current maximum (Region 2). X-ray powder patterns 
of sintered samples show the presence of both cubic and tetragonal phases at room temperahlre. The resisti- 
vit) continues to increase not only across the Ciliie point (Tc) hut also at higher temperatures, without 
any apparent maximum even above 500 K. Thus, the PTCR region is broadened and the ratio of resisti- 
vities across Tc has decreased. The EPR (electron paramagentic resonance) spectra of Vi. and ~ n "  
indicate the contribution of the disorder component induced by the minor phases. The broadening of the PT 
and the absence of NDC region in I-V curves can be explained on the same lines as that caused by ATS 
mixture. 

The VL characteristics of n-BaTi0,-based solid solutions6 observed at room temperature have also been 
investigated. For example, the solid solution, (Sro,Baoa) (Tio rrZroo,)O,: 0.3 La exhibits Ihe VL action at 
T.=300 K (Fig. Ib), whereas at T. = 260 K, CL behaviour is noticed. The leakage current, the breakdown 
Voltage as well as the nonlinearity coefficient ( a =  30-50) could be varied with the isovalent lattice 
suhstituents, the GBL modifiers as well as through post-sintering annealing. Their exceptional stability at 
larger field Strengths and high energy-receiving capability arise from the abnormally high effective dielectric 
conslant. Since T, is always > Tc, the heat dissipation to the surroundings does not lead to any phase 
Conversions. Furthermore, the acceptor states on either side of the GBL are occupied, leading to a ~ ~ t m e t s c a l  
exrLG' hk with considerable width. At higher field strengths this barrier can be squeezed, and the fieid 
ionization of thc acceptor states leads to tunneling through the symmetric barrier, resulting in large currentr. 
H m v e r .  wiIhin the pre-breakdown regions, the continuously changing slope corresponds to space c h G e  
limited conduction W L C )  mechanism with the exponential distribution of trap levels. The GBL diffusioo of 
Pb in- C-~CS leads to the appearance of the CL regions at lower rield strengths ~ i v i n g  way to VL 
~banutmistics at higher field strengths. This is due to: (i) increase in Tc due to Pb incorporation, and (ii) the 
d i f f m t i d  disnibution of Pb between the interior and the exterior of the same grain leading to spatid 
d i f fmf ia ls  in Tc. As a result, the asymmetric nature of the energy barrier extends to higher temFafuXs 
H w e ,  CL exrends to higher field strengths. With further enhancement in potential, the whole 'Pin ir in 
@% wbie form under Jouic hearing and thus the potential barrieci become symmetric, tunneling through wheh 
XCCOWtS for the varistor &ion. 
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Thesis Abstract (M. Sc. (Engng)) 

Phase transformation introduced by mechanical and chemical surface preparations 
of tetragonal zirconia polycrystals by Nibedita Mitra 

Research supervisors: S. K. Biswas and B. N. Pramila Bai 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Zirconla (210~) is a remarkable ceramic material which exhibits polymorphiirn. Three crystsilographic 
modifications exist; cubic (C), tetragonal (T) and monoclinic (M). They are stable at high, intermediate. and 
1w temperature ranges, respectively.  he high toughness exhibited by ZrOz as it undergoes phase 
t~mfowation from the tetiagonal to the monoclinic under mechanical and thermal stresses is well known. In 

family of engineering rirconia-based ceramics, tetragonal zirconia polycrystals (TZP) show the hishest 
rou8hness. 

The present work consists of studies of phase transformation brought about by (a) a mild 
'u% Process, 0) subsequent etching of the cut surface, and (c) abrasion of these surfaces. 

2. Experimental set-up 

Rods of 3 mole % yttria-doped tetragonal zirc~nia po[ycrystals (3Y-TZP) were e d  by a low-speed diamond 
PBU'U~i~g an oil lubricant. Etching was done by immersing 3Y-TZP surface in boiling orthophosphoric =id 
(H%POd solution for different times at a tempeiature of 1 7 0 " ~ .  The structural change induced by cutting and 
"thing was compared with other ,neehanicaliy/chemically treated surfaces. Further, the cut surface and the cut 

etched surface were rubbed against s i l ico~ (sic) abrasive cloth (400 grit size) on a pin-on-disc 

mchinr at a speed or  0.5 ds under nominal loads varying from 20 to 80N for 25 s The main 

quments are developed using diffraction data in the 20 range uf 25' to 36' and supparted by scanning 

!hen nieroscopy.   hi^ rmge includes the most intense reflection (11 I)T from the te~agonal (71 phdlr and 
he fimtwo intense reflections, =hat is iiil,, and (111)~  from the monoclinic (MI phase. 

1. Results a n d  discussion 

' " ~ ~ m n c e  of an intermediate phase designated as X (between tetmgonal and monoclinic) is observed after 
'tuning process as a shoulder in the main temgonal peak. Etching brings about a tetragonal lo ~ntermediate 
""O"ohc (T+X+M) trmsfomation. Removal of the intermediate phase by etching is accompanied by an 
" m e  in the monoclinic phase. 
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~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ i n g  elcctron microscopy rrvzals the presence of pits on the cut surface which become numerous ~.;th 
etching. The occurrence ofpits is considered to be due to the iocai volume change caused by transfoma:idnoi 
tetragonal to intermediate phase which the material is nor able to sustain without cracking. Prolonged etching 
causes severe pitting and gives rise to a loosely bound granular surface. The hardness of the cut su;face is 
found to be greater than the cut and etched surface which indicates thc prcscnce of monoclinic on the cut and 
etched surface. 

On abrasion, the near rate of the cut surface is found to be lower than that oithe cut and etched surface a: 
all loads. The X-ray diffraction of the worn surfaces shows the presence of the retragonai and the iniermreiate 
phases on the surface along with a small amount of monaclinic. The reiatively high wear rate of the cut and 
etched stirface is considered to be due to the initial presence and subsequent removal of a monaclmic-rich 
surkce layer, which is highly pined. Increasing the etching time increases the wear rate possibly dur 10 thc 
progicssivc accenttation of monoclinic enrichment and morphological degradation of the initial surface Izjers. 

i t  is inferred rrom the present study that, in the case of 3Y-TZP, processes such as cutting and abrasion 
wherein tangtntial stresses are applied lead to the formation of the intermediate phase and etching changes the 
intermediate phase to the monaclinic phase. 
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Thesis Abstract (7h.D.) 

S o m e  e l e c t r i c a l  characteristics of grain b o u n d a r i e s  in c a s t  p o l y s i l i c o n  by P. R. Suresh 

Research supervisor: M. Satyam 
Department: Electrical Commwiication Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Po!?ctystalline sihcon, widely known as  polysilicon, is finding increasing application in the field 0.F iargc arc2 
devices like solar cells. Among the rarious typcs of poiysilieons available, cast polysilicon is attracting t k  
attention of mmy investigators. This is mainly due to the simple process involved in the preparation of this 
nuteial compared to the relatively complicated process used for the preparation of single-crystal silicon. T h r  
makes it a cheaper alternative for fabricating electronic devices. But the grain boundaries (GBs) t!M are 
pnrent in this mattrial act as traps and recombination centres for the carriers, thus deteriorating the 
ped'cnnamcc of the devices fabricated on polysilicon'~'. I" order to impr0r.e the performance ofthese devices. 

2. Experimental 

C h o ~ n  lor the present studies were cut from p-type cast polysilicon wafers supplied by W d s  
Chemitrnnie. The snmplcs werc fint cleanrd in acetone and then etched in a mixture of ~ H F I ~ H N O I ' ~ C ~ ~ ~  
CQf2M ~ h t i o n .  Ohmic contacts were made by depositing high-purity aluminium dots on either of the GB of 
i s m s l .  M e  Eidl of the wafer. This was followed by sintering at 450" for I0 min. ~apcitance-vol@S 
(C- 0 cL;mnr.uoltqqe (1-5 characteristics of GBs wen measured using an automatic C-v plotter 
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,,pFi,ed by the Material Development C~rporation and a Keithley source measure unit (SMU236). 
.cspec;lvely. In some cases, the capacitance o f  GBs was measursd using an LCR bridge. 

in addition to this. the effecl of temperature on I-Vand C-Vcharacteristics of GBa in polysilicon has heen 
,,cstigated. Also, thc cffect of annealing and aluminium diffusion into palysilicon at various temperatures 

=d vxious durations have bcen studied. 

3. Results and coaclusiona 

has been found that the I-V and C-V characteristics of GBs show a dependence on the polarity of the 
qpiird volrage. A model has been developed to understand the observed resuits by taking the variation in 
cmier concentration from grain to grain into account. In this model, it has been assumed that the camier 
:anrpon across GBs is by thermionic cmission and also that the trap states at the GBs are situated a1 a single 
caeigy level. The cffcct of tunneling from thc GB trap states into rhe  conduction band of the reverse biasrd 
:oin has been considered at higher voltages. Thc computedi-Vcharacter~stics of GBs show the same general 
2raturer as that of the mcasured I-V characteristics. The effect of various parameters like carrier 
concentrations in the grains Ioming  the GB, the density of grap states at the GB and the position of these trap 
sates in the forbidden gap on I-Vcharacteristics of GBs haw been discussed in detail. 

The C-Y characteristics of GBs in cast polysilicon have been observed to exhibit various shapes. This has 
been explained as due to the change in total depletion layer width associated with GBs as a function of bias. 
The calculations performed indicate that depending upon the value of trap density, camier concentrations and 
5 e  trap energy level, the total depletion layer width associated with GBs may increase or decrease depending 
~ p o n  the bias. The capacitance of GBr follows these changes as a function of bias and hence C-V 
:haiacteristics exhibit various shapes3 

The o b s e ~ r d  increase in the capacitance of CiB and current through the GB as temperature increases have 
been alrributed to the reduction in the dcnsity of filled traps as the temperature increases. The computed C-V 
md 1-V characteristics as a function of temperature show the same trend as that of the measured 
hactcristics. 

The present investigation shows that annealing of polysilicon samples at moderately high temperatures 
iiSO'C and below) increases r h e  capacitance of GBs aod current through the GBs, but annealing of this 
naterial at high temperatures (600LC) tends to reduce these values. From the measured values of GB 
:apacitance, calculations ortrap state density at  Lhc GB ha been made both before and afrer annealing ofthese 
samples. These calculations suggest that the density of interface trap states decreases after annealing at 
noderarcly high temperatures whereas it increases after annealing at higher temperatures. 

It has been observed that aluminium diffusion into polysilison at 450°C and below decrcaser tk: 
Capscitance of GBs and current through the GBS whereas aluminium diffusion at 700°C increases the value9 of 
these parameters. Based on the made, it has been concluded that aluminium acts as a Imp centre 
*hen diffused at moderately high temperatures but it acts as a dopant or as a passivating agent ar as both when 
diffusion at high temperatures into palysilican. addition, a combined treatment of aluminium diffusion at 
i!XK and m e a l i n g  at 450°C has been found to act as a complementary technique to significantly reduce the 
dmity of interface trap states at the GBS in silicon. nese suggcst the possibility of getting enhanced 
ldfWmnce from devices fabricated a n  polysiiicon. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Impedance parameters of sealed batteries by S. A. Ilangovan 

Research supervisor: S. Sathyanarayana 
Department: Inorganic and Physical Chemistry 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The erpandmg role of prmary and secondary batteries in modern society has prompted the evoiutmn af 
varterv of new and ~mproved battery systzms ~n recent years A fundamental charactennation of  batteiv jnrr:. 

ters IS  pnrtlcularly important with the advent of sealed battenes, slnce access to the indwidual elecirodes ni th: . . 
electrolyte is q u ~ t e  difficult w:thout destioying the battery 

In a recent attempt' on the nondestructive chnractenzatmn of sealed lead-ac~d battery cells u x h  clectr,i- 
chemical mpednnce speclroscopp', several difhcult~es have been pomted out. and only charge trsnsibr rcwl- 
tnnccr, M a sum. as well M double layer capamtances, also as a sum, o f  anodes and cathodes could bc dit;.i- 
mincd 

The prnblrm of nondestruct~ve determ~nation of  resistance and reactance parameters of cnthodeh. mod?, 
as b m r n e s  has not been solved so far, the present study IS focused on offering a solution to it 

2. T h e o r y  

At the outset. n genemlsed equivalent circuit for the battery impedance 1s proposed w h ~ c h  ~ncludes ~ n d u c t w  
c;ipncltl\e 2nd rcslstwe elements with some of these being considered variablc wlth poianrial and dumtion 'if 

the EL.% 

The aiiuation IS strnplified by considering well-defmed and ver~fiable condltions of  a proposed p n ~ ~ ~ .  
nostmu nun-deslruct~ve test IGNDT) method' In doing so, enperm~ental condltions have to be c h o w  Pd l -  
cl~,usly so as to 0 1  eliminate diffusion ~mpedanince as wzll as senes inductive reactances, and (111 cnsuw that Itd 
chaapr In the state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery i s  negligibly small dunng the exper~ment The ~ l n l p ~ ~ f ~ i . ~  
equi%alenr circu~i t R g  I I has five constant mpedance parameters (R,. R,,,, R,,?, Cd.i and CJ :I under lh~'  GSi'l 
cond~t~on% characicnzmg the bnttcry impedance completely ~n terms of contribution from the ~3thu*c'\- ihc 
mimles. the repnrxor ebstrolyte and the ~nterelectrsds space 

Th: ga~crning equmon for the voltage-time discharge translcnt of  a battery correspcndtng to thi. WJlii 

knt  errcult of R g  I IS. 

I hu:\oli.nl clsul l  tlf 1 battery ccll under GNDT condltions. Ti, TI. battery terminals: V '  =se\criiNe 
EMF of the ha:icry: R, I = R,,I + R , , l + ~ , , , )  sum of ohmic resistances of cathode, anode and 
i l o ~ W ~ ~ t u r .  K t  1. R: :: charge transfer resistances of the electrodes; C6, Cd, >: double layer caPac~tanic"'f 

&Wo&i R, and C, abuve rcprcscnt only the effective values for the porous electrodes In the bottcr! "'' 
~ c t  $k enm inodel for the parour structure is unknown. 
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V'  - V = IR, t iR,, I [I - exp (-fir,)] + 
+ I  R,, [ I  - exp ( - r h ) ]  0 1  

a i m  V' IS the reversible (equilibrium) EMF of the battery at the gwen SOC, V,  the voltage at time r after 
:airlnng a discharge with the test current I, TI ( = R ,  i Cd, and TZ ( = R,, 2 C,,, 2) are the t m e  constants of the 
;harpe-transfer-controlled processes at the cell cathode and cell anode, respect~vely l i  the t m e  constants c i  
,h: teo relaxarm processes are w~de iy  separnted, r . 8 ,  rt >>Q, there 18 no difficulty in solving eqn 11) w~th  
npenmental data, but such a situation cannot be assumed without adequate reasons and IS unlikely to be al- 
ues valid In practical systems. 

3. The data analysis procedure 

Thsgoneral case of campamble time constants IS important and u hence taken up for analysis in this study 

It is ilrst demonstrated that an algebraic approach to solve eqn (1) for the five tmpedance panmeters by 
:onsidering the frrst to fourth derivative at the ongm ( V =  V :  r = 0) 1s fraught wtth such serious errors when 
m g  xlual measurements of V v s  I, as to rendei the solutions useless from a p r a c t d  point of vlew 

A new robust data-processing technque' 1s therefore necessary and IS developed In this study The essence 
~uithe technique 1s to delineate the time domain for the longer relaxation process by an initial graph~cnl np- 
?romanon procedure, and then evaluate the contributions of the two relaxat~on processes individually by s 
:impuiensed ifcrmve operation which identifies the solutzons for all the impedance parameters wthin any 
w e t  error lhmtts The correctness of the proposed method IS first venfied extens~vely by siml;lat~on studres, 
ad  rllm applied to sealed lead-sad, nlckel-cadmium, alkaline Zn-MnO? and nonaqueous L]-MnOi battertes 
It ~srious socs .  

4 Experimental details 

TO inert the fundamental reqmrements of GNDT expermenis, a test set-up shown In Fig. 2 has bccn succass- 
:olO developed to accurately measure the mtnute changes in battery cell voltage at short time intervais dur~ng 
i'almostatlc discharge at an extraordinary low rate 

! Test set-up (schematic) for digital recording of V-1 transient under ONDT cond~oons- Te\r haav 
B a l i e ~  (or batter? cell) under study; DVM: ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ t ~ ~ n - 7 1 5 0  digital multtmefer in Vd, mode (?(XI mV rmgc 
r\'rcsclut!on); R resistance adjusted to give desired constant current when switch rs closed Beck-off hatter? 
"m!iarfo test battery, with about 90% of charge, kept on open cjrcuir for uboul 50 h prior to the test 

% 3 Plot of ilnpedance of cathode, mode and solutiontscpamtor w n s t  SoC for scaled lead- 
=Id balterY [Yuasa 6 V, 4 A h) at 29 7 * 0.IaC. 
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A d ~ p ~ t a l  tnult~meter iiscd 3n [he v o l t ~ g s  mode and controlled by 3 computer war uscd ro x q w e  ,j;.< 

poinrr at o c r )  0 1 s for n total duration of 120 s 

Sealed lead-ac~d bnttencs (Yuaso 6 V, 4 A in), nickel-cadmium (Saft I 2 V, 21 A hl, aikzllnc ZII-\!~(, 
tl)ura:ell i 5 V .  5 3 A hi  and nunaqceous LI-MnO? (Duracell 3 O V ,  1 3 A h) were used for ihe test Thc dl . 
~ h a i g e  test ,was begun under GNDT ~'ondltions for each battery separately. by drawing a predelerrnmcd - j , j  

suffrcicnt!) amdl test current (< CJ7W A, using the test battery ~tself  a s  the source and an approprmc w i t ,  

rcslstance i R )  to control the current st  the dssired level The battery voltage was backed-oif by a st.~h:i~,:j 
hatter) af  the same kind at 90% SOC, in order to utilize the fuli sensttlvuy o f  the digital multlmeter 

Cuns~derablc care was found ne,-essay Ln regard to the control of m b ~ e c t  temperature (w11h:n it1 1.C 
w:r:ng prccautjons. sofiu,are developmeor for data acquismon and attatnrnent of the denred SOC of thc hi! 
tcr) L'ndcr the $%me cundmans, rotragc-tmc d~scharge transients of the above-mentioned ssstcms r c r e  ir 
ctwded as a fun.ct:on of SOC 

5. Conc lus ions  

The iritiita, tllurciatcd t)pi;ally for sealed lead-acid batrenes in Flg. 3, perm% for the firsr time, nn Iniipn; 

into the \aiurs of rhc ~mpcdance panmeters of indivrdual electrodes and [he inrernn! reststance of sedcd ~ J I  

rcrlcl at J~iferenr SOC It IS surmiied that 

111 the 3 b o ~ t  ~ n % e ~ t ~ g a ~ ~ o n s  lead to rhe slgnifiant  concluston that the i n d n ~ d v a l  values of a11 ihe i n c  :II. 
pcdmce par&meren, a~ tne i ) ,  charge transfer resistance of the cathode and of the mode ,  as well 3s doubk l>)r! 
rciisiancr of the sarhode and thr made. and the interaal resistance o f  ba t t e rm cnn be detcrm~ned nccurztu;) 
h! the prrlposrd GNDT rrrcthod, 

uhrle the da:i anr!\iir leads lomcallv to unioue and reliable values of the electrode impedance pilrilltretcn . ~ c i  - .  . 
:ril mema; rr\:rt3nrr frank tnedsurenents un real systems, 

, i l i ?  lhc d;fk,run nnpedancc u h x h  usually distorts the data ond complicates the analysl5 can he rendei-. 
negiiglhlc h! .td;iptinl \urtable land rerfiablei cond~tions, 

i r i  :he e t k i i  J - J ~  ia a13 germs ~nductancc o f  batten. cei!s, uhrch render ac inipcdancc measur~~rlun:~ 
~lvoht tu!  irlric, i.m be dirniaatcd h i  th r  galvanostatlc lest mode, 

8 .punl,cr cffeil3 f u r  fo suiruh~ng transirnti can be ehmmatcd snxe the dnla mndc USc of f ix JEJ~>.:  
Jrr! !h.w ~ W m r d  ~ c l i  a!wr the d r . ~ )  of these transients, 

15 :~ .  the 50C of sralrd ;end-acrd hmtencs 1s best predicted through thc double layer c a Q X l l 3 n ~ ~ r  
; I I ~ O ~ E .  

I *  i ei~.lru.alal)*ir !;: rhu pr,wi\c c1c;rrude rcactron is the preferred dtrecticn for an t t t~pr*~ \ f J  <ILtr  ' 
dhrmrirl J c u ~ n  o f  lk ah**lre butcry systems 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.1 

SVD-based criteria for detection of the number of dampedtundamped sinusoids in 
noiseand their parameter estimation by L. S. Biradar 

Research supervisor: V. li. Reddy 
Urpartment: Electrical Communication Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Tt,c problem of estimating the parameters of super~mpased darnpediundamped airlusoids In the prcsence of 
h h m  noise arises m many practical applicat~ons Further, in practlm, we have to attempt this problem *lth 3 

mail number of data samples and posr~bly at low stgnal-to-noxe ratio These two canatmnts, lmposcd by 
pactical coiisideratmns, rnakr the problem more rilff~iult. 

Fcreinl approaches based on both linear nonlinear least quares  fnrmdat~ons have been rcccnily propossd 
car citlmating the panmeters Among the linear lcast squnrcs-based approaches, modif~ed I~nenr prcd~crion 
mhods 1 and lola1 ICBSI qunies tnctlmd 2 have received a lot of attcntmn In rhese mzthods, known as m g u -  
l ~ r  5alus decnmpos~rion (SVD)-bared methods, ivc require the knowledge of the number of ~inusoids u h ~ c h .  in 

icneral. 1s not avahb le  a prior, 

.Among [he nonlmcar lcast squares-bascd approaches, mrative quadmt~c moximam Ilkellhood I I Q M L I '  
-d dlmatlng projection (AP)' algunthm have recs~vzd considerable nttention The AP  nlgorirhm 1s compu- 
'elloNlly Intenslvz. and In its bas~c  form rts convergence is slow 

2. Results and discussion 

F , ' f I ~ ~ ~ l n ~  the mforrnatmn thcoret~c approach to model sclcctton, AIC and MDL craelln have h e w  developed 
iietectlng the number of dampedinndnmped sinusods. Usmg the assumptions slmilnr to lhosc insde h> 

,':has In thc context of such problems, nn annlyt~cal framcwork has been developed for nnolyslng the peifnmi- 
.m.i. ol the crltertn The dcvelopmcnt of the criterra and analysis lnakcs usc of certam approl;matl~rn~ ul~lcll 
'.-~mne hctter for Inge  signal-to-no,,e ratlo (SNR)  he detectson cntcrra nre inotchcd to the SVD hwcd 
.mlIiuds so ire11 that addifmna! compurntions rcqulred ovcr and above other nceded for 9\'D isli.ul.Cloll d c  
: ' w n e i  The performance of the criteria ~ o m ~ a r e d  wtth that of a recently sugpcitcd crmrlon h? 
k h s '  uilng s ~ m ~ l m o n s .  and the results show that both thc methods perform s m ~ l a r i y  Rut. Fuchs nirrhod 15 

'I wutli tmoiiy more evpenslve ~ ~ , ~ t h ~ ~ ,  the of the analysis IS checkcd hy contiraring the thmru 
-A prcdmed unlurs of probability detcctlon with those obra~ned from s~mulatton, and the r c d t s  5 h w  

'"",I zrscrneut between thc two cvcn at moderate SNR 

T~IC nonitnear i c m  squares problem. In general, invo~vcs multidiac~uional m;mimiratton (o r  inlelmlir- 
"W which i s  cornputatlonnlly expcnsivc The AP nlgonthl$ reduces the rnult~dialcna~onel lllaxinlllstl~r~ 
W h n  into a sequence of silnpler one.dimcna~onal man~mizations. To apply the Newon-Ravhscis ~ ~ ~ r c ~  .".. 
L..mlque ao 3s to speed u,, the coilvergzncc thr AP algorithm, c!oscd-form cxprcsslons lor pradlcnt UJ 
1:. -,%in Iunctmnc of rhc function developed. Thc performance of the Ncwton-tlawJ AY sign- 

i t % .  .L.x.i compared wnib that o f  rccc,lt techniques such as total Iraat.squares and IUhlL mclhods U s W  c x r C r x K  

 lation\ ti on\ The rcsuits ahou [hat tj,p lhresilold SNR OF the AP method i s  ~owcr  than that of orhcr, whlk 
"'llmatron nscuiacy "i all the from the rhrechald 1s nearly tho rune 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Knowledge based systems for diagnostic problem solving of power systems and hvdc 
networks by K.  Shanti Swarup 

Research supervisor: H. S. Chandrasekharaiah 
Department: High Voltage Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Fault dcteution and diagnosis is an ~mportant aiea of research for operational rehab~hty of a power s)deni 
Convmtional approaches to fault d ~ a g n o s ~ s  ~nvoli-e the tdenttficat~on of a fault based on observed signaia fru:n 
relays and a r m t  breakers. This task tends to be complex for a large interconnected network, u'here the hi'u- 
rkstlcs and expcrwxe of the operator together with the technical character~stlcs of the power slstenl pla) an 
l1npor:anr role durmg the process of d~agnosls and decmon making The cornplexlty of thls task rncreases n!:h 
the occurrence of simultaneous, muit~ple and unknown faults experienced ~n real-world sltuarmns Hence then 
Is 3 need for the fcasibdlty study and identificaoon of dlfierent approaches for dnnnostlc problem solvlnp ot 
power system& to meet the above-mentioned requirements T h ~ s  requires the tdentrficanon of the d~scr~rnin:~- 
tor? performnncc and diagnostic mference to be obtatned by different a v d a b l e  approaches for problem %oh - 
mg In the recent past, the task of fault detection, diagnosis and decwon making has been ach~evcd wlth the 
help of new Information (ssmbolic) processino methods termed as 'knowledge-based systems', conslstlng 
mainly of cmuinring the dingnostrc and declsmn-making capabihty of the human erperl by capturing the C m .  

pl r i r~ l  Idtid e.rpmwitral kaowledpe) and reoresentme in it a form sultable for ~ v n ~ b a l l c  processing' ' Feaiibll- 
11) ~ l f  appl~caion,  su~tahillty and solurion requirement are of utmost mportance in the selectian of ~3rtrcular 
~pprcach  Tor problem solwng 

2. Diagnostic problem solving approaches 

Thn thesis presents the identification and problem formulation of various q u a l m ~ t ~ v e  and q u a n t i r a t i ~ ~  n1e*oA 
for dwnos t i c  prob!em sohing of power systems'. In this thesis, diagnostic problem solving (conslslim m d t  
N rwesen t tng  zha probiem to be soiwd, defining siraiegies fiw sedrchmg for :he rolulions and dcti*Ini. k i t -  
nmi.3 10 rude Necc r(ruvi(rcr). has been c~assified the approaches of nrrihcisl in re l lwre  
1.411. Pattern rccognitlon (PR) and knowledge-based pattern recognition (KBPR). Problem fornuhflon lnil 
knowledge (and data) representation and implementation aspects of each of these approaches 1s dlscusscd tnJ 
presented In detal  
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j,~gignosttc expen system conslsts of the rules describing the various on/off sequences of the penods of 
:onducting thynstors, pulse-zone periods and voltage zone penods, respectively, In addition to the ac and dc 
hmtterstics. The diagnostic expert system provldes lnformation about the cause of the fault, ns type and Ioca- 
:.,x Themstance of fault occurrence, its duration and severity can be obtamed from the diagnostic conclusions 

The deep reasonlng approach, also termed as model-based reasomng, qualitative reasoning ( s~mula t~on)  
.aa model-based qualitative reasonlng"', provides an ins~ght into the interaction of baslc components of the 
p e r  system The deep reasoning approach to fault diagnosis provldes an efficient means for the descr~prion 
'i thesystem based on its structure and behaviour5. It is possible to detect and idcntify the basic components 
saliunctloning in the system through a procedure termed as constraint propagation The observed and pre- 
med behaviour of operation of the power system are presented as input to the model-based diagnostic system 
Duenostic re3sonlng IS performed based on the dlscrepnncy between the observed and pre&ed behaviour. Thls 
prcdure basically follows a iiypothes~re and tesr approach for the generation and evalumon of hypothesis 

. . Parfern r e c o g m t ~ u n  a p p r o a c h  

Pdtcrn recognltion approach to diagnostic problem solving consists of clasaificahon of the lnpuf patterns Into 
re of the fault cond~tions'~' Pattern classdlcation and d~scnmination, using Baye's decision theory and Ilncar 

!:mlmlnant functions, are employed for the task of fault classification and analysis 

2 2 I .  B a ~ e s i a r ~  a p p r o a c h  

:he Bawlan approach to fault clnss~ficat~on consists of calculating the a priori, a postenor,, m d  jomr rond~- 
::srui ~ ~ ~ o b a b l l i n e s  of the Input pattern and ~ t s  corrasponding class based on the infomat~on on the slgnnls 
' f r ~ i 3 ? ~  and clrcuit breakers of the power system The Input to the pattern recognition system consists of 
.diculning the p r o b a b ~ l ~ t ~  d~stributions based on the qualitatwe behawour of the power system The Output 
:onmta o f ~ o l n t  a posterior probabillt~es of all the components of the power system and performing fml[ d l $ -  

.mnatIon based on the ldenrificatlon of the component wnh the largest posterior probability. This approach also 
I:wdes lnformation regarding the fault probab~lities of other likely faulted components of the power System 

2.2.2. Discriminant functions 

:he d~scriruinant analysis approach to diagnosis of representing the system as a functlon (linear or qundrntlci 
''I the wnals (tripping) of the circuit breakers, and components o f  the power system. The twk of fh r  
33ik7n recogn~tion system is to map the pattern to one of the possible fault conditions, which are usu~Ii> 
,** . ,,- Lolnponents of the power system. l'he cons~sts of the classes (normal or faulted) of the oomponenr' 
''ifhe power system. 

The advantage of patter" recognltlon to dragnostic problem solving is thal the process of tadt 
-h f lca t ion  and dlcnmlnation can be performed online.  he pattern recogn~tion approach performs on)? 
L]., , '.'r.lcal Pattern class~fiuation and there a a need for representing the lnformafion content of the Input Pal. 
!:e Structural pattern-recognition or pattern.directed systems can be effectively used for this Purpose. 

: 3. .4rfificial n e a r a l  networks 

'q!ii~.i~l neural networks (ANNS) are generally considered as the adaptive pattern recognltlon approach to 
"J!n~)st~u problem solving'.R ANNS can be used to reprcsenl the inherent nonitnear rclnt~onship of t h ~  sYcre"1 

can be also used to learn patterns of activatlun.  he neuinl network diagnostic system can he trnlnrd 
"l?lne and used online to perform the tasks of learning. generalization and obstractlon. The tnPu[ to the neural 
: '"mrk . >  d1agnostlc system consists ,,f the signals of the relays o r  the circuit breakers of the Wfifatlt'C behiv- 

"'"Of Ihe power system, while the output consists of the probability of the faulted camponcnt The chnracrn\- 
,-:"ithe neural network have bee,, obtained for different opemting conditionr for the nc and dc V c r  .\>$tell'\ 
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solving. This has resulted In the ldent~fication and development study of a ncw approach tenned as knowie,jge. 
baredpilrrern recognirron (KBPR)'. Feasib~llty study of KBPR for d~agnosis problem solvlng has resulted In 

the ~dzntification of the iallowing approaches, namely, pattern-dlrected expert syslem, ~nductive mference 
pattern-directed inference systems. 

2.4.1. Pat tem-d i rec ted  expert  s y s t e m  

Pattern-d~rected expert system essent~ally conslsts of the rule-based representation of Input patterns Salient 
features of the (hme-varymg continuous) mput pattern I n  terms of tune instance, durat~on, seventy and (fault) 
recovery are explicitly represented by t h ~ s  approach. Diagnostic problem solving is ach~eved by the process 
sirn~lar to pattern matching. In the case of fault diagnosts of hvdc systems, the knowledge base of the pattern. 
directed expert sy* conslsts of the t~me-varying patterns of the conducting thynston, pulse-zone per~ods 
and voltage-zone perlods represented as IF-THEN rules. 

2.4.2. Inductive inference 

Inductive mfercnce, also termed as the artificial mtelllgence approach to pattern recognitlon, basically consists 
of the construction of the decision tree based on the features of the input pattern and class membersh~p. Induc- 
tlve inference uslng the ID3 algor~thm is employed for d~agnostic problem solvrng of power systems and hvdc 
networks. The mductlve ~nfcrence dtagnostic syslcm prowdcs mformat~on about the probab~hty of the fault 
componcnt in the form of a declslon tree. Probabrlrty of other components can be obtained from the next level 
of the declslon tree. 

2.4 3. Pattern-directed inference sys tem 

The pattern-dlrected inference system combmes the principles of pattern-directed expert system and mductne 
Inference for diagnost~c problem solving. Pattern-directed inference system cons~sts ~namly of pattern-directed 
modules, which arc responsible for detcct~ng various situations and responding nppropr~ately to them Pattern 
match~ng, as performed by rhe pattern-duected module, mvolves readlng information into a datn structure and 
then checkrng to see ~f ~t matches a particular template associated with the pattern-d~rectcd module. The 
knowledge base of the paltern-directed system contains hierarchical categor~zation of faults, nlanikstatrons. 

Feasibility of application of these approaches has been carled for two case stud~es of d~screte darn set (at 
Power system) and continuous data set (hlgh-voltage direct current system) Sultab~llty of nppl~catlon of these 
approaches is presented m Section 3 
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3. Comparative analysis of knowledge-hascd approaches lor  diagnostic problem solving 

Approach Methodi~li~gy r'catwc Characteristics Inference 

Pattern 
recognition 

Artificial 

neural 
networks 

Knowledge- 
based 
pattern 
recognition 

Model-hased 
qualitative 
reasoning 

Bayesian 
Decision 
Theory 

Discrilemant 
functions 

Back 

propagallon 
training 
algorithm 

Pattern- 
directed 
expert 
system 

Inductive 
inference 

Pattern- 
drrected 
inference 
system 

1)cql 
reasoning 

QunIifnt1v~1 
hchaviour and 
analysis of 
systems 

Prohahilistic 
functions nnd 
pattern 
classihcation 

Pattern 
classification and 
discriminant 
annlysis 

Pattern 

classification 
and feature 
mapping 

Rule-based 
representntjon 
of s~gnals @f 
input patterns 

Artificial 
inrelligence 
approach to 
pattern 
recognition 

Integration of 
pattern-directed 
expert system 
and inductive 
inference 

Captures 
empincal 
relations and 
cxperienrial 
knowledge 

Reasoning 
based on 
the description 
of the structure 
and behawour 

Casual and 
functional 
relation between 
components of 
the system 

Statistical 
pattern 
recognition. 
Calculation of the 
probability of the 
components of 
the system 

Feature 
selection, extraction 
and classification 

Nonlinear system 

representation 

Pattern- 
directed 
inference 
of signals 

Decisron 
tree 
construction 
and analysis 

Feature extraction 
of the input data 
to select pieces of 
code and trigger 
activities 

Mapping 
symptoms to 
fault conditions 

Discrepancy 
detection based 
on the observed 
and predicted 
behaviour of the 
p h y s d  system 

Detection and 
evaluation of 
violated 
constraints 

Probability 
estimates of the 
pattern vector 
and class 
membership 

Mavplng 
feature space 
to decision 
space 

Behavloural 

pattern 
matching 

Pattern 
matching 
of identical 
antecedents 

Entropy 
minimization 
and fault 
probability 
estimation 

Selection and 
activation of 
pattern-directed 
modules that 
change the data 
elements 
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A n a l y s i s  and simulation of ice storage air-conditioning systems by H. V. Pradeep 

Research supervisor: M. V. Krishnamurthy 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Ice storage air-conditiomng system is a form of distributed load management where Ice is made during off. 
peak per~ods and used to cool the building dunng peak periods. The concept is relat~vely recent and such sys- 
tems have been installed only since the last decade or so. Although many ~nvestlgators have studled the pei- 
formance of actual thermal storage systems, only a few investigations present any theoretical analysis of these 
systems. Annlysls of a thermal storage system helps in the optimal design of the system This depends on the 
building type, cooling load profiles, location of the system, etc. Also, the performance of the system under 
vnrying operaling conditions can be analysed 

Silver et  al.' have developed component models and a sofrware package for the simulation of ~cc-on-call 
type ice builders. The program can be used to simulate several Ice storage system configurations and control 
strategies. However, the software cannot model glycol or bnne systems, systems employtng d~rect expansm 
coils and systems with thermostatic control. Load prediction capability is also not mcorporated 

Bhansali and Hittlel have discussed the usc of cold air distribut~on systems in conjuction wlth a full Ice 
storage as a means to reduce peak power and energy consumption. Evaporative condensers were chosen with 
the ice storage system They have not considered partlal ice storage system w h ~ c h  will have the advantage of 
lower lnitial System cost due to the reduced system capacity, e f ~ i b e n i  utilization of the compressor and elec- 
trical load levelling. 

Musgrove' has developed a model to slmulate and optimize the operation of Ice storage systems The 
model employs capital and operatmg cost data to optimlze the s ~ z e  of chiller and ice storage for an annual 
operating cycle taking into account several different seasonal load conditions But in this analysrs, systems 
with air-cooled condensers are not considered. Also, no diurnal and seasonal variatron in the systenl perform- 
ance 1s considered 

From all the above literature it is observed that a detailed theoret~cal analysis of ice storage systems has 
not been carried out though many invest~gatlons have been performed on already exlstlng systems. Some theo- 
retical analyses performed on the system are based on the assumptions of constant condensing temperature and 
do not consrder the diurnal variations of ambient condl~~ons. Thus the results obtarned from such a n a i ~ ~ ~ ~  
would not be real~stic enough. Also, investigations on ice storage systems employmg air-cooled condensers Or 

thermostatic control have not been carried out 

2. M o d e l  

A detailed analyns of ~ c e  storage air-conditioning systems taking Into consideration the d~umal  chmges In the 
ambient conditions, variations in the condensing temperature with time, ice storage strategies like patia1, full 
and no ice Storage, is presented. The analysis lncorpomtes thermostatic control and transient cooling load 
calculations. 

The ice storage system consists of evaporator, compressor, condenser, expmaon dev~ce and Ice storage 
tank (Fig. I). There are two circuits in the system, namely, the refrigerant circuit and the bnne clrcult- In the 
Present study. R22 and ethylene glycol of 30% concentration are chosen as the refrigerant. The evaporator 
Temperature varies depending on whether the system is used for making ice or for cooling the conditioned 
space. The system can operate in the following three 

Building cooling mode 
Ice-making mode 
Combined mode 
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R8. 1 Schemat~c diagram of the ice-storage air-conditioning system. 

In the buildmg cooling mode, the brine solution ,s c~rculated through an air-handling unit which coolq Ihe 
conditioned space. ~h~ warm brine solution from the air.handling unit flows either only to Ulc Ice starage tank 
Or Only to the evaporitor or a pall ,,f ,t ,he $torage tank and the remluning to thr. evaporator depending un 
Ihe strategy employed which may be full, p r t ia l  or no ice storage where it 1s cookd. 
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In the ice-making mode, the hrtnc 1s cooled tn lhe ewlpornlm m d  ilwv.; lo the ice slorage tank n)here it 
freezes water ~ n l o  ice. When thc rcquircd qu:mllly of i~.e I\ m;tdc, llie compressor is ~wilchcd off 

In the combined mode, tllc evaporaloi I S  simaI1.1nuoualy used for ICC-making md coolmg purposes. A part 
of the cold brme aolut~on from th~. ~ v a p o ~ a l ~ r  flow'. 10 Ihc KC b101age tank for mak~n:  ice and Ihe rrmvmng to 

the air-handling unit to provide air-conditioning 

A gcneral~rcd computer program [SAC 1s wriilen 1-or lhc ilnalysla and sirnrdalion of Ice storage air. 
conditioning systems The propran, cnlculatcs lhe ~ncidcnt sol;kr load, coaling load \;iridtiun\ over a day and 
the piopcrnes of refrigerants a1 various srate points, i1i.e.; lhc relrigcrntion system components, brinc-to-water 
heat exchanger and ice starape tank, iimuiarcs thc system under oFf-deupn opcraltng cood~t~oni.  different 
storage strategies and the performance of thc aystcni with and w~lboul thern~ostilt. 

3. Results and discussion 

By comparing lhe encrgy requirements For syctcms with p:trti:~l, lull nnd no ice storage (Tables 1-111). rt can bc 
seen that generally Ihc incrclise in cncrgy cansuniption with ice storage is more pronounced in systems em. 
ploying water-cooled condcnacr, whrch ib mainly because o l  th~. Icsser vanations In the wcl-bulb iempeialure 

Table I 

Results of simulation [or New Delhi for the month of May 

Condcnscr Storagc Mode Cornpreabor capacity Conrplc.;aar power Conrprcssor 
-- - ont~rne (h) 

Mm. Max. Total Min: Max. Total 
kW kW kwh kW kW kwh 

- ~ - -  
Alr-cooled Partla1 Cooling 1.44 1.58 20.8 0.2 0.285 3.46 1385 
condenser storage Ice making 1.04 1.12 11.05 0.2 0.26 2.27 10.15 

Nostorage Cooling 2.22 2.43 31.95 0.29 0.42 5.12 13.8 
Full slordge Ice making 2.2 2.36 32.26 0.39 0.49 6.03 14.0 

Water-cooled Partial Cooling 1.51 1.54 19.74 0.17 0.20 2 44 13.0 
condenrer storage Icc making 1.08 1 0 9  10.54 0.17 0.18 1.67 9 69 

No atorage Cooling 2 32 2.37 30 37 0.25 0 29 3.59 14 5 
Fullstorage Icemaking 2.19 2.27 32.16 0.34 0.37 5.01 14.3 

Table 11 

Results of simulation for Jodhpur for the month of May 

Condenser Storage Modc Compressor capacity Compressor power ComPreasor 
- -- ant~me (h) 

Min. Max. Total Min. Max. Total 
kW kW k w h  kW kW kwh 
pp 

Air-cooled Cooling 1.65 1.82 25.0 0.24 0.35 4.50 14-61 

condenser p~%u lccmadinp 1.10 1.24 10.65 0.24 0.3 2.43 9.08 

Nostorage C o o l i n g -  2.46 2.51 35.25 0.29 0.33 4.45 
Full storage Ice rnakrlg 2.33 2.40 34.1 1 0.37 0.40 5-35 14.31 i 

1 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Analysis of thick orthotropic and laminated circular cylindrical shells by B. Sreehari 
Kumar 

Research supervisor: K. Chandrashekhara 
Department: Civil Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Structural apphcat~ons of single and mult~layered circular cylmdrical shell of revolution and sheli panel, made 
of composite material, In the field of aerospace, transporration, medlcal and buildlng industry are ever on in- 
crease due to their high modulus to low density material propertics. In recent years, several npproaches have 
been made for studying the static and dynamic response of such structures. Esscntially, these approaches are 
based on two-d~mensional classical and shear deformation theories or three-dimensional eiasticlty theory. 
There are not many solutions for laminated circular cylindrical shells based on three-dimensional elasticity 
because of considerable mathematical difficulties involved in solv~ng governing differential equations for 
general boundary and loading conditions. However, the three-dimens~onal eiasttcity solutions for simpler 
loading and boundary condit~ons would be useful since these could be used to verify the approximations and 
limitations of the two-dimensional, classical and shear deformation theories. Recently, Noor and ~ u r t o n '  have 
reviewed fa$ly exhaustwely the available analyrical and numerical solutions for lammated shells. 

2. P r ~ n t  analysis 

A detailed investigation an the static response of simply supported transversely isotropic cylindr~cal shell of 
revolution2 and shell panel3 has been made using three-dimensional elasticity approach The three-dimensional 
equilibrium equations, in terms of displacements, can be obtained using the stress-strain and strain- 
displacement relations. These equations form a set of three second-order partial differential equations with 
variable coefficients, in terms of radial coordinate. The solution of these equations is taken In tenns of Fourier 
infinite integral or Fourier series in the longitudinal direction, depending on whether the shell is of finite or 
infinite length, and in terms o l  Fourier series in the circumferential direct~on to account for the symmetry 
the load or boundary conditions. This results in a set of three ordinary differential equations in terms of radial 
coordinate. The exact solution of these equations is mathematically tedious. However, the exact solut~ons for 
the transversely isotropic or unidirectional laminated shell of revolution and shell panel, sub~ected to asym- 
metric loads. have been obtained using displacement function approach. Using this approach the solution can 
be obtained in the form of Bessel functions. These functions do not pose any convergence difficulties 2s they 
exhibit orthogonal Property. However, this method is applicable only to transversely isotropic and unidirec- 
tional, laminated shells, with the Longitudinal axis being the isotropic plane. If the plane of isotropy changes 
from longitudinal axis to circumferential axis, the displacement functions, defined earlier, do not result in 
Bessel's equaQOns Hence, the displacement function approach cannot be extended to the most commoniy used 
c r o s s - ~ l ~  laminates. To overcome this difficulty an approximate solution has been developed by reducing the 
OrdlnarY differential equations with variable coefficients to those with constant coefficients, by making lhe 
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Far 3 lammate wtth ;I Iat(io nitn~her of I.LYL.~E, both eaact and approxirnatc solutions, result in a large sys- 
tem of algebraic cquatitm for c ~ h  ~ x u r  of h u r i w  Ihdrmon~u in longitudinal and circumferential direction. In 
ordcr to reduce the nomhcr at' ~ iont l t .~ i~e i~us  equations ta hc solved, to (1 rnrnimum, these solutions are reformu- 
lated usmg s tr;msScr ntalrtx ;ipproach rind has hccn dcmonstrnred with the help o f a  few examples 

Solutions baaed on c l ;~4o:~l .  I1rh1 c>rdc8. kind hlghci. order h e x  deformation theorics havc been obtained, 
ed detdlled comparison of lhcsr rusult\ with lhc remits of exact and approxlmatc solutions have been made 
far several thicknew to railiua mtioa. and ~lrsteriill properties and types of luads. 

3. Conclusions 

From the delailed nomcricd cimp;iriwns plwided in the thesis rhe ibllowing conclusior~s can be anived at 

3.1. Static responsc 

(a) Transverse1,y isoiropir .shrli 

The resulta obtained uung cla\ricnl m d  firhi-older shea~ deforrni~tion theories show good agreemenl with those 
obramed from cla\licity solution Ibr shell lhickncsi lo mean radius ration (H/R) less than 0.1, and modulus 
Iatios @/En) less than 11.52. The higher ordcr shear dclormatlon theory predicts different stresses and dis- 
placements closer to cl;~stlcity rcsol~s cvcn t'm thick shell (H/R = 0.21, but for modulus ratio (EdEJ less than 
11.52. 

The varlatlon of' longitudinal and circumlcrcntiul stresses over thickness exhibit nonlinearity for shell 
thickness ratios ( H / R )  greater thitn or equ.d to 0.2. Further, the nonlinearity is more pronounced for mudulus 
otios greater than 11 3 2 .  All the shell theories, considered in the present invest~gation, fail to pred~ct accurate 
results for circumfercnli;~l stress. The transverse shear stresa shows parabolic variation over th~ckness for sln- 
pie-layered shell Thc magnitude of the radial \tress is very small when compared to the longitudinal and clr- 
cumierentlal stresses. 

The variation of radial displacement is : h o s t  constant for shell thickneqs ratio up to 0.1 For thlck shell 
( H f l = 0  2 )  this displacement show, nonlinear variation over thickness. The classical shell theory underpre- 
diets to the extent of 14%, even sor thin shell (H/R = 0.05). For the th~ckness to mean radius ratio (H/N equal 
to 0.2 the percentage error clln be large as 66% with re.;pect to elasticity results. The first order and hrgher 
order theorics predict this displacement rcason&~y well.  he results deviate less than +LO% froin elasticity 
results. 

(b) Laminated s h ~ l 1  

The aPProximare method developed to solve the orrhotropic shell, predicts accurare results for the shell thick- 
ness to mean radius ratio; up to 0.2. ,nost of the appl~cations, ~ h c  lamina thickness-to-mean radius 

ra'io is kss than 0.2. Hence,  his method can be extended to lamoared shells. 

The longitudinal and circumferential stresses in the lammated shell exhibit nonlinear variaf~un for thick- 
nessialios H/R ~ 0 . 2 ,  for all the modulus ratios considered, and for thickness ratio H/R=O.I far modulus ratio 

greater than 11.52. ~h~ circumferential strcss predicted by shell theories show a cons~derabk deviation 
from the elasticity results, especially on the inner surfacc of the shell. 

The variation of transerverse shear stress over thickness is "ot parabolic for HIR = 0.2 and for modulus ra- 
tla gredter than 11.52. ~h~ maximum shear stress predicted by shear deformation theone9 is reasonably closer 
'O 'hat obtained by elasticity solution, for the position at which the mawmum shear stress occurs. The 

maximum &hear stress along the longitudinal direction occurs at x = Q.3 L for the patch load considered ~n this 
Investigation. 
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The radial displacement is almost constant over thickness Tor HIR = 0 I and nonlinear for HIR = 0.2, ~h~ 
maximum value occurs at the loaded surfacc of the shell. Thc classical shell alwayh underpred~cts thts dls. 
placement, whereas rheu  dcformatmn theories predict this displacement within + 10% accuracy. 

3.2. Dynamic response 

Using the exact and approximate method of solutions the result\ have been obtained for slngle and umdirec- 
tional laminated circular cylindrical shcll of revolution fol the thickness ratlo H/I< =O.I Thc fundamental 
frequencres have been tabulated for the first Sew Fourier harmonics. The results obtained usmg approximate 
solution have shown good agreement with the exact soiul~on rcsults. 

For both exact and approximate solutions it is difiicult to formulate the polynomial equation. In the enact 
solution the frequency term is embedded in Lhe argument of Bessel funcl~on. Hence, a trial and error method 
has heen followed. For this, First a starting value for the frequcncy is assumed. Then, by adjusting the frc- 
quency by a suitable amount, the determinant value has lo be calculated unltl the sign of the delriminant, for 
two succcssise values of frequency, iq diffcrcnt. Frnally, by linear interpolation the magnitude of thc fre- 
quency, for which the determinant is zero, can be cvaluatcd. 

The elastic solutions. result in a largc system of algebw~c equatmns. With thc Increase in the number of 
laminae in the laminate, the size of these equations also increases. In order to reduce the number of simoltane- 
ous equations to be solved, to a minimum, these solutions arc formulated using a transfer matrix approach. 
This approach has been demonstrated with the help of a few examples. 
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General a d  sensitivity analysis of water distribution networks by Rayapeddi S. N. Dam 

Research supervisor. K. Sridharan 
Department: Civil Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Analysis forms a core area of studies in water distribution systems, whether for predrction of the pehrmance 
of an existing system or for the design of a new system. simulation studies on exsting systems =quire esti- 
mation of network parameters, such us Hazen-Williams coefficients, wherein also analysis plays an importmt 
role, whether the parameters are estimated by dlrect calibration or optimization techniques. The present sNdy 
deals with the general analysis and parameter estimation problem using we~ghted least squares method 



on sensitivity analysis teuhn~quc. rn w.wr ih tnhu t ins  \y t emh '  '. The genwal analysis problem is defined as 
network ~nalysia in which thr unkruwm C O I ~ F I I ~  ,i n ~ x  ot iiodal heads, nodul conmnptio~ls  and pipe renis- 
tunces: thc unknown ptpc rc\ist.ince\ sl.iv he t r l ; t t d  to w c h  olhci lor a group of pipes. 

2. Formulation 

Three types of Sormul;ilmna, niimcly, lhc r ide l ,  the path and the node and pzth formulatioos are presented for 
thegenemi andyris pruhlcm lo  wiitcr d ~ h b n t i m  netu,oihs. H w  msthods .Kc presented for the solution of the 
~eneral analysis prublcm in w;tlcl rliruihutioo iielworhs I:utlr mcthods arc presented for the soluaon of the 
general analysis prohlcrn~ Node-l'ti~~rtl ( N  -Pj rnelhod-nodal ior~nulalion solvcd by Picard method, Nade- 
Ncrvton (N-N) method-nodul 1'orrnul;itm si~ivcd hy Ncwlrm tocthod. Pxth-Ncumn (P-N) method-path for- 
muladon solvcd by Ncwton nlcthud :tnd Nade Path-Picard (NP-P) method-node and path formulation solvcd 
by Pmrd melhud. The N-P ;and NP I' incthodh ; m  extensions to the general analjais problem of the well 
knawn linear theory i'm nctwwh ;~nnlysir, which hila baen developed for thc clnasicnl analysis problem 
wherein the nods1 hrdds and pipc flows nts  wived itssumi~lg the pipe resistances are knawn. The P-N method 
1s a lnore gcncrillizcd approach <,i' thc path t'(,ri~~ulation lhan available in the literature Guidelines are pre- 
senad to check lhr wellposcdnes\ of a general :mnlyaiu problem. 

3. Comparative study of general analysis methods 

A comparative ~ t u d y  of 111s four moth~xls is m;idc covering different aapecls such as the numbel of equations, 
size and dcnsity of tn;~trir. avcul-acy r,f solutim, rohu,;tneaa to initial estmates and convergence characteristics 
llalng problems of varied a r m p l e ~ i t ~ c b .  T h t  rcif.sturting N-P method 1s f o m d  to be very raboat to the milial 
eslimates. However, thc mcthotl shows cirnvergencc problems in the form of unduly large numerical fluctua- 
tlons when pipcs with enrrclncly low ierls1;incc associitted wkth head loss of less lhan 1 mm are present in the 
network Even in such caaer, the iolution is lbund ru he poor only in the vicinity of these pipes, whereas the 
solution away from these pipes is good. A node-merging technique, which yields good results in such csses, is 
Proposed. Thc N-N method is found to convclgc only when the initial estimatcs are reasonable and'the con- 
"erb'ence behawour i s  similar 10 that of  N-P method. The p-N method is found to be the Iaslest in conver- 
Eencc and yields solution wilh the smitllcst residues among all the four methods. The behaviour of the methad 
iy equally good in the presence of low as well as extremely high resistance pipes. Though the 
method is mole robust compared to the N-N the mitial flow cstimales should satisfy the node found 
to give convergence to all problems with a r e l axa tm parameter of 0.5. However, in the presence ofve1Y high 
resistance pipes, thc method may show  he initla1 flow estimates for the NP-P method 

not sadsfy the node continuity equations unlike in the case of P-N method. 

4. Applications of general analysis algorithm 

5. Parameter estimation 

The weighted least squares (WLS) method using sensitivity analysis technique is proposed for the ~st imalion 
Of Parameters in water distdbution systems 7he cooaidered are the Ham-Williams coefficients 

ro'Ule pipes. The objective functiOll used is the sum of the weighted squares of the differences between the 
and the obrerved values of the  he WLS method can elegantly handle multiple loading 

conditions with mixed type of me;laurements as heads and consunlptions, different sets and number of 
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measurements Tor each laadlng condition, and mod~flcatians in the nctwork configurvlion duc ta mcluslon 
exclusion of some pipes eflected by valve operations in each loading cond~t~on.  Effects ut choice of wclghts 
and imposition of constramts on the relative changes of paremeteti at m y  literation are dmusscd. 

The WLS method is applied for estmntmg the pipe roughneqs parameters for thc Bangalore city network, 
Three operalmg conditlons with different nctwork configurations, different valve scttmgs. different types of 
observations, and different number oi obsewations am concldered The mcthod is apphed for single ue well as 
multiple loading condillons 
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Some studies on helicopter trim and stability by S. N. Omkar 

Research supervisor: J. Nagabhushanam 
Department: Aerospace Engineering 

1. Introduction 

In general, trim and stability constilute two of the most mportant aspects of the design and devrlopinent of 
any rotary wing amraft. Trim concerns thc evaluation of the equilibr~um state of the a~rcraft under the corn 
bined actmn of aerodynamic, inertial and gravitational forces and moments for a given tliglit condition while 
stahil~ty refers to its tendency to rcturn to the equilibrium state following a disturbance. 

The stabdity and performance of the hellcopter are stronglq influenced by its Lrim stale duz tn the ~nherent 
coupllnp, of the rotor forces with the forces acting on the fuselage and other control surfaces. Will1 increasing 
demand for highly manoeuverabk hellcopters with entcndcd flight regimes, many modern helicopters are 
iound to be more susceptible to instabilities. This necessivates the use of stability and control augmentation 
Systems whose dependence could be reduced by proper understanding of the dynamical behaviour of the h d -  
copter. 

Analysis of dynamic stability o l  a helicopter lator is a complex phcnomeiion involving nonlinear cou- 
plings of aerodynamic, inertial and elastic forcc.;. For stabihty investigations the trim pafnmeters for given 
flight conditiiln are computcd first and later the governing equations of the system are perturbed about fhe 
computed trim to obtam perturbed linear equations. These equations are analyzed by Floquet method to assess 
thc stability of tho system. 

Most of the uim and dynamic stability analysis has been carried out for rotor in  sola at ion'. Some resoarch 
ers have studied the stability aspects by including the fusejagr2. ~ h ~ ~ ~ h  complete helicopler representation 
has been considered for trim analysis', very little literature exists on the stability ir~vestigationa with full h d l ~  
copter configoration. Hence, work has been carried out to study the stability of the rotor hy consldcrw the 
complete helicoter configuration. 

2. Analytical model 
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twist distributio~i. The trt.lul ,~ml  1.111 rntirr ~nrliiwa ;ire cvaliistcd u m g  the momentum theory. The erfect of 
unateidy aerodynmi~ch i\ rcplr\colcil 111 thc furm J y n m i c  inlloilo. Dynamic inflow essentially is the repre- 
 ent tali on of  vnr~ . i l~w 01 ioflrru u it11 ri'\jicrt 1,) t m t .  t.idius m d  : ~ i m u t h  in the f w m  of stiite aerodynamic force 
and moment c h ~ r x t u r i ~ t i c s .  'The .~~.rcrd).n.imi< 1;)rcc.h of verli~iil tdil and hornontal tail arc based on their ge- 
ometry and acrodynmniu p;r .mrlct \  

3. Derivation of equiltions and their solutions 

The equations i l i  m ~ i l ~ u n  :ire i l c~ ivcd  liriin I..lgr:inpi,~e npproacil. Far trim analysis n system of 21 nnnlinear 
algebraic equatiolls arc iluvoliqwi iind wived  simulloneously using Newton-Rnphson iterative technque. As 
the differential cquatt(ins I'm tlic rotor contain periotJic terrus, the stability analysis is carned out first by de- 
termtning thc F loquc t '~  ir:msltmn m.iirih .md then hy d b m g  it ns an eigenvalue problem. 

The algebraic 1n;lnipul;rti~m invrdveli in d~liv:ltion or governing equations axe ext~emely tedious and 
manual derivation la  cr.roi prirnc. Ilencc, governing quil t ions are dcrived by using a speclal-purpose symbolic 
processor DENIM-11 tdyn:rniir equ;ittonr o f h e l m , p ~ e r  interpretive model-version 11). 

Efficient cotnpnt;~tion;d si.hen~c\ j n  trrrns of handling Ihe lengthy nonlinear symbolic governiiig equations 
are dcvelopcd which tn:~kes their h:inilling simpler and casicr. A preprocessor 1s developed to code the sym- 
b o l ~ ~  equations ;md pwp;u.c ;i d;it;~ file. T h k  d m ,  file is ~n turn inlcrlinked with numerical anaiysis programs. 
The data l ~ l e r  of the cqnntliin.: thrn~rclvea are used to coinpute the derivatives of the cquatlons wiUl simple 
manipakltion or thc d;~l:l. ?'hi\ ~ i t c m u  helps to totally avoid thc preparntmn of FORTRAN slatements of the 
s!mublic equ;~tion\ ;mtl their dvr iv ;~ t ive  with respcvl to govcrnlng variables. The computational schemz 
adopted for this work nre tot.tlly new f r o o ~  that of tiny previous invcs~igations. 

4. Results 

h m e t r i c  studlcs arc curried out to ~ n d e r ~ t u n d  the influence of the follow~ng model~ng parameters on trim 
2nd stability analysis: i )  Hingc d'fsct, i i )  Shaft tilt, iii) c.g., location, iv) lag dynamics, v) lag frequency, and 
YI) m i n  rolor blade twist. 

The study or inclusion of hillgc ~ f f ' ~ ~ l  indicates that it can bnng considerable changes in the control pitch 
se tws ,  blade rcspoorc. l'oscl:kge i,tti[udes, lag modc damping and the roll and pitch modc dampings. 

The study of shnft tilt ei'fccta indicates that the cyclic pitch and cyclic flap angles and fuselage attitudes 
qllitc seasrtive to sltaft tilt. I t  is dsa that the lag damping and pitch modr damping are signifi- 

"ntly influenced at forward flight. A similar ,,hservation can bo made from studies on the effect of C.g., loca- 
tion 

The study of inclusion of lag dynanllcs on trim shows that the influence of inplane motion on V m  is not 
signlfmnt. The iniluencc of considering lag trim for stability shows a marginal influencc on lag mode 

d a W n g  at h ~ g h  forward speeds. lap frequency has significant mfluence on trim and stablljty 

""a~sif. Studies carried out  on  soft and stiff inplane rotors also emphasize this fact. 

The studies on the influence o f  blade twist show some margmal influencc on trim and stability values. 

The effects of wake dynamics are accounted for by considering a dynamic inflow model. It 1s seen from 
Ule various parametric that the aemdynamic madelling has a very sigmficarit influence on the atability 

Values and hence aerodynamic modelling becomes a factor in accurately predicting the stability values. 

5 Conclusions 

Th: Present work gives a camprehenslve model for trim and stability ar~alysis of thc helicopter. 'The work 
indicates the importancr of various pa,ameters and gives a direction Tor the type of parame,ters and the 
Ian& of values lor each parameter that to be considered tar  puametnc stud~es during the d W n  phase of 

the hel~capter.  he work has resulted In an intearated software which for a given hcltcopter dm calculates the 
parameters and from that the stability values. m i s  approach, method and software will be useful for ln- 

dustrial apphcation where one has to consider the effict of various parameters on v m  and stability. 
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Studies on oil flotation of wolframite by T. V. Vijaya Kumar 

Research supervisors: U. B. Nayak and R. M. Mallya 
Department: Metallugry 

1. Introduction 

All tungsten minerals are friable and the conventional concentrating processes are hindered by the producuon 
of cxcessive fines or slimes resulting in low grad& and recoveries. The processing of such fine particles by 
alternative routes is becoming increasingly important for the selective recovery of tine particles or for the 
treatment of ores containing slimes. Oil flotation is a potential technique which involves the addition of an OIL 
immiscible in water, in varying amounts to the mineral pulp. This technique based on stabilization of emu]- 
sions by fine particles has several advantages over the conventional froth flotation in recovering fine mineral 
particles'. 

This work deals with the selection of an 011 for this purpose on which fundamental work has been carried 
out. The stud~es include the effect of important process parameters such as pH, collector concentration, 
amount of immiscible organic phase, size of the particles, etc., on oil flotation of wolframite wltb a View to 
optimize them. Studies were also carried out to find the effect 01 cations such as Fe(II), Mn(II), Ca(II) and 
Fe(1iI) that are usually present in wolfram~te pulps on oil flotation o i  wolframite. 

2. Materials and experimental methods 

High-grade purified wolframite ore (70% WO,) and quartz (99.5% were used. Technical-grade sodium 
oleate of BDH make was used as collector. n-Pentane, n-hexane, n-heptane, benzene, cyclohexane, isobutyl 
alcohol of 99% minimum purity and commercial-grade kerosene were used as organic liquids in 011 flotation 
experiments. 

Oil flotation experiments were performed in a 1 2 5 - ~ ~ . ~ a ~ a c i t y  separatory funnel. Wolframite ore sample 
of 3.0 is conditioned in 100 cc of aqueous collector solution to which 10 cc of organic liquld 1s added. This 
mixture is agitated vigorously after which wolframite is floated into the emulsion or oil phase. The interfacial 
tensions between aqueous collector solutions and different liquids were determined at room tempera- 
ture by means of Traube stalagmometer by drop number method.  he zeta studies were conducted 
using 'Zeta-Meter system 3.0'. a commerc~ally available electrophoresis apparatus. 

3. Results and discussion 

Preliminar~ oil flotation experiments conducted on wolframite under identical experimental conditions 
different oils indicated that n-pentane, n-beptane and kerosene which are characterized by straight chain 
s tmture  responded well with recoveries of 63.84, 60.23, 58.79 and 58.498, respectively. On the ofher hand, 
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benzenc and cyclohcxme that ;NC ~~h:lr.iclc~tlerl h! cyclic structure rc5ponded pvorly with rccoveries of 15 62 
and 36.59%, respcct~vciy. lnlerluci.~i tcsiriw nicwiiementc hetween diflercnt oils and aqueous collector solo- 
tians show that laweling of iiitcii'.viul tcnriim is 1101 the ~".opcrty p.r st, which 1s the stabilizing factor con- 
tributing to the st;ihility o f  riil dri~plrl  Jihprrair~it io sulution. n-l'entanc was chow as oil for subsequent de- 
tcled inve\tigalions hcc;~u\c 111 \la cf'lcctivciwac in recovering rhe woifromite particles. 

Optimiration o l  pn)ueir p.iritnielerr was c.irricd not varying [lac parameter at il time, and keeping the val- 
ues of the renlaining par.lrnctei< cw~t :mt .  The etmditions optimized for almost 100% of 10 mg/l and 23% n- 
penlane by voiumc of 1~11;11 Ilquld c ~ n t c n t .  'The niiir~itititn recovery ohmined at pll 7.0 could be attributed to 
the more surfilcc scllvily oi ~nomoircular  romplrr  species 1301, than either 01-  or H01  on wolframite p u n -  
cles2. Zeta polcntiai studies OII llir ch;irge ch:~racterirtici of wolframite mdicate that the mode of adsorpt~on of 
sodium aleale on woifr:~niite w3\ duc III  ~.hctnicorption, If was found that finer the size of the particles, better 
was the recovery which b h u w ~  the cfliciency of this process in recovermg finer parttcles. 

Ca(1l) and MnrIli ahowcd an activating cffect on oil flotation of wolframite wi:h a maximum recovery of 
about 97% In the pH nmge ol  4.11--1 l .O, Fe(l1) har an xtivating effect In she acid pH range followed by a de- 
pressing effect in ulkulinc p f l  rungi'. Ih(Il1) has profound antagonistic effect on oil flotation of wolframrte in 
the pH range 4.0-1 1.0. Thcsc ~eaillls were explained hy Leta potential measurements curied out undei similar 
conditions and hydrolysis of tncti~l w t i w s  under vt~rious pH conditions'. 

Quartz was fc,und 10 he nonfliutahlr. u d e r  thc opiimlzed conditions for 011 flotation of wolframite. The 
separation of rvolfiamitc from its ni;ijar ganguc, qui~rla, was established by means of artificial mlxtures of 
these two mincrals or dif'fercnt weight propnrtions undcr.the optimized conditions with over 90% wolframite 
reporting to oil/cmulsio~~ phitsc. Sutisi'actwy r r sd t s  have been oht;iined using kerosene in place of n-pentane 
under the same cxperimcnr;ii conditions which could be a possible alternative to n-pentane because of 11s low 
cost. 

4. Conclusions 

The conclusions drawn from thc investigations arc as follows: 

1. The structure of oil inolccuies has a significanr bearing on the judicious selection of oil phase. Shaa,  
straight chain structured oils responded better as compared to cyclic structured oils in the oil flotation of 
wolf~hmlte. n-Pentane was found the most suitnble among the tested oils in a homologous series. 

2. Optimum conditions for "il f l o ~ i o n  of wolframite were pH 7.0 at a sodium oleate concentration of 

mgil and 23Ob n-penvane by volume of total liquid content. A recovery of 99 57% was recorded for -400 # 
(BSS) size particles of wolframite. 

3. The negatively charged wolframire particles in the presence of metal cations and sodium oleate have a 
effect in contrast to the positively charged wolfram~te particles under the same conditions that 

Proved to be detrimental. 

4. Use of kerosene in place mpentane on an artificial mixture (]:I) of wolframite and quartz gave en- 
couraging results with 92.38% of wolfrrmite reporting to oiljemulsion phase and is recommended as oil phase 
due to its low cost compared to other organic liquids used. 
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Study of amorphous phase formation by mechanical alloying in Ti based systems by 
B. S .  Murty 

Research supervisors: S .  Rangmathan and M. Mohan Rgo 
Department: Metallurgy 

1. Introduction 

Mechanical alloying (MA) has emerged in recent years as a viable alternative route to rapid solidification 
processing (RSP) for the synthesis of nanocrjstals, metastable crystalline, quasicrystalline md amorphous 
phases'. In MA, pure metal powder mixture is milled in high-energy ball mills to achieve alloying at ihe 
atomic level. 

The sbldy was focused mainiy on the formation of amorphous phase in Ti-based binary and ternary 
alloys by MA. The study involved the synthesis and characterization of the amorphous phases using X-ray 
dimaction, transmission and scanning electron microscopy. The thermal stabilily of these phases was studied 
using a differential scanning calorimeter. The thermodynamics of glass formation has been worked out for the 
binary and ternary systems of interest to establish the theoretical glass-forming ranger (GFRs). 

2. Experimental details 

MA has been carried out in a Fritsch planetary mill and a Spex vibratory mill using WC vial and WC balls. 
Vaxious milling parameters such as milling intensity (speed), ball-to-powder weight ratio, number of balls, wet 
(toluene) and dry (argon) milling have been studied (Table I). Three compositions in the Ti-Ni-Cu System 
corresponding TiroNiio.& (x- 10,25,40) have been melt spun at 40 msd for comparison. 

3. Results and discussion 

At the milling intensity of 6 (490 qm) a GFR of 10-70 at.% Ni and 10-50 at.% Cu was obsened for Ti-Ni 
and Ti-Cu systems, respectively, afrer 20 h of wct milling. The GFR obtained by MA in the Ti-Ni System in 
the present study is much wider than that reported earlier by RSP (23-46 and 55-64 at.% ~ i ) '  and by MA (28- 
72 at.% ~ i ) ' .  However, in the case of Ti-Cu the earlier reports have given a wider GFR'. These differences 
attributed fo different milling cwditioas. E n h l p y  cdalculations based on Miedema's model have shown a 
small negative enthalpy of mixing for the amorphous phase in Ti-Cu system (-3 W at 50 at.% Cu) which 
explains the narrow GFRin Ti-Cu system. 

Increase in the milling intensity to 8 (600 rpm) has narrowed down the GFR in Ti-Ni system to 
at.% Ni and widened it in Ti-Cu system to 10-60 at.% Cu. This was found to be due to the severs 
Contamination by WC in the case of Ti-Ni samples which was found to prevent the alloy formation and in 
the amolphous phase formation. No contamination was observed in Ti-Cu samples. 

Table 1 

SY- Composition 

Tbo&i= x = 10,ZO. 30.40, 50, 60. 70, 80,90 
T ~ I o ~ , c ~ ,  r = 10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90 
T i d i d &  x = lo, 20,30,40,50 
T i r o N i ~ d L  x = lo, 15,20,25, 30, 35, 40 . 
a -  x = 10, 20,30 
Ti,,AI, x =  10,20,30,40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 



Fig. 1. Milling map for ~ i , ~ ~ i ~ , ,  Pig. 2. GFR obtainedin Ti-Ni-Cu system by MA for 40 h. 

The rate of amorphous phase formation was found to bc higher in the Spex mill due to efficient energy 
hnsfer in this mill. The glass-formin8 ability (GFA) and rate of amorphization was found to be more by dly 

The study of Tis~Nis, samples at different milling intensities with different bal-to-powder weight 
and varying the number of balls has shown that all the milling parameters can be related to two energy 

Parameters, naindy, the impact encrgy of the ball and the total energy. A milling map was constructed with 
energy parameters to separate out the glass formation regime. Figure 1 shows the milling map 101 

%& which indicates that a minimum energy of ball of 0.15 1 and a total milling energy of 1.5 J h  g-' is 
esseqtial for amorphous phase formation for this composition. These milling maps can he treated as glms- 
fomlng maps as they define conditions for glass formation by MA. 

The GFR in the Ti-Ni-Cu systeln was found to he x = 10-20 for TiaaNi40.xCu,, x = 10-30 for TiioNiro-ICur 
andx= 10-40 for TiaoN&o,Cux after 40 h of (Fig. 2). The Cu-rich compositions were found to be difficult 
fomorphize by MA. The extension of the Miedema's model to ternary alloy system has yielded a (iFR which 

fairly well with that by MA in this system (Fig. 3). The rate ~Famorphizaiion and thermal 
was found to be maximum for the middle composition in each of the three groups. 

The study of Ti50Ni50.,Cu, (X = 10, 25, 40) by melt spinning has shown that the GFA is more €01 Cu-rich 
comPositiOn in contrast to that observed by MA. This was found to be due to the lower liqu~dus temperature 
fy the Cu-rich composition when compared to ~ i h h  compositions which enhanced the glass-forming ability 
Ot Cu-rich compositions. n i s  clearly brings out the difference in the facton controlling glass formation by 
RSP and MA. In the case of RSP, the ability to undercool the liquid below glass bansition tempemme is 

and thus the liquidus temperature of the IS the major factor controlling glass-forming ability. 
In in (he case of MA, the of driving force for the amorphous phase and the anomalous 

difbion of one element in the other plays a key role in deoiding the glass-forming ability. 

1 formation by RSY is very dimcult in the case of systems containing a cascade of peritectics in their 
Phase diagrams. T i - ~ l  is such a system, in which glass formation has not been reported so far by RSP. In the 

I Pfesenl study by MA ~ l i ~  syshm has shown a vev ,+ide GFR of 10-60 at.% A1 at the milling intensity of 6 
and still wider (lo-7j at.% ~ l j  at the milling intensity of 9 (645 rpmj. The Y R  predicted from the 

; f6ctmod~namic calculations compares fairly with the above result. The amorpb'ation was found to start 

the strain in Ti reached a cdtical value. 

i 
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Fig. 3. GFR calculated for Ti-Ni-Cu system using Miedema's model. 

4. Conclusions 

1. The GFR in Ti-Ni, Ti-Cu, Ti-Ni-Cu and Ti-A1 systems has been established by MA 

2. All the mllling parameters have been reduced to energy parameters and in a two-dimensional plot of these 
energy parameters (milling maps) the glass formation regime has been isolated. 

3. The factors controlling the GFA by RSP and MA were identified. 

4. The simplistic Miedema's model was shown to predict the GFR fairly well in the systems studied 
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Manufacturability analysis of cast components by B. Ravi 

Research supervisor: M. N. Srinivasan 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 

1. Introduction 



FEATURE I N  SOLID FEATURE 1 COMPONENT AND EXTRUSION 
CORE NTH 
P R I N T  

rig. 1. Core print design. 

Heuristics' employed by practising engineers are applicable to a specific class of parts and do not provide 
Wntitative measure for comparing various Computer-aided simulation of molten metal flow2 

and solidificatiun3 requires a database of metal and mould properties, and are computation intensive. 
Moreover, the mould geometry for is obtained by interactively modifying the componmt geometry4 
which is itself a time-consuming task and requires experience. 

In this work, an objective, automatic and rapid ~pproach  to the assessment of manufacturability of cmfings 
been taken up by important geometric features from the solid model of the casting and 

aM1~7ing them by a set of criteria developed for the purpose. 

2. Casting features 

features have been from the solid model of the component based an the boundary 

loops separating the feature faces from the rest of the solid. Undercut regions are recognized using the 
of face normals with respect to the draw direction. Solids corresponding to the depression features 

which require coring are and extruded to obtain the care prints (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 2. Hot spot location by flux vector technique. 

The location of the gating system has been generated along the parting. Molten metal rising in the mould 
is then simulated by considering the instantaneous flow ratc of metal and cross-section area of the casting. 
This gives the filling time of the mould. If it is different from the recommended pouring time, then the Sating 
enlilies are redesigned. 

A novel geometry-driven thermal analysis program for identifying hot spots and tracing fccd metal flow 
paths in a casting has been developed for locating the feeders (Fig. 2). The casting is divided into a number of 
pyramidal regions from a point pz inside the casting, and flux vector h,, computed far each. The resultant g, 
of these gives the direction and magnitude of the largest thermal gradient. By proceeding along this vectQr, the 
nearest hot spot is reached. The influence of gating, reed aids (chills, insulation, em.) and ~Qurinp 
Parameters has been considered in the computation. Modulus of the region around the hot spot bas been 
automatically computed for feeder dimensioning. The equatmns are given below. 

Let ATq be the volume of the jth pyramid (or sector in ZD), M,,, the surface area of its base, B, solid angle 
subtended by the base of the pyramid at its apex, and 7, the position vector 01. thc centroid of pyramid base. 
Then 



1 MACHINING ALMWANCE 

3 ,  Influence of location and orierrtation on surtbce quality. 

Resultant 17, .- zh;i 
J 

" I 
Temperature = - ITj / 

n 

C A% 
Modulus M, = -- 

At the hot spot, li7//1'< 6 

E is a limiting value tending to zero. 

3. Design criteria 

Cdteria for the quantitative assessment the manufacturability of a casting have been developed after a 
scientih analysis of the heuristics employed in design protocols. Each criterion has been written in terms of 
geometric parameters of a feature and its relation with other entities in the casting. The value 
"turned by the criterion indicates h e  manufdcmability for the considered aspect. From among 31 criteria 

in this work, a few typical ones are discussed here 
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Fig. 4. Assessment of venting based on the dmcrion 01 normals to print faces 

The choice of parting was assessed for flatness, undercut, draw, draft, surface quality, flash, dimensional 
stability and envelope volume. Undercut criterion computes the volume o i  undercut given by the product of 
the projected area of an undercut face f; and its distance H to the parting P or the nearest face in between 
(Fig. 3). 

Cores were analysed using criteria for shape, she, modulus, aspect ratio, support, coring volume and venting. 
For arriving at the venting criterion, the area of core in contact with the metal, which leads to gas generation, 
was compared with the core print area available for dissipating the same (Fig. 4). 

For the flow of molten metal, sections in the component have been evaluated for thickness, unif0ImitY' of size 
and change in angle. Height of free fall D from the ingate G, to the point of impingementp* and the angle 
impiWXUent (Fig. 5) are determined. 

Other criteria for gating include coverage, flow distance, ease of fettling and yield. Feeding efficiency, 
location Of shrinkage cavities, temperature, temperature gradient, ease of fettling and casting yield were 
assessed for feeder design. A visual representation for the comparison of the assessed values of vanous 
alternatives has been developed. 



Fig. 5 .  Impingement of melt jct from ingate on to mould wall 

The Qw3rams developed for parting coring gating and feeding have been integrated in a computer-aided 
simultaneous engineering system &. 4) fo; product analysis and design of mould assembly-PADMA. The 
'D sepmetric data of the casting m ~ d c ~  was accessed by program for recognizing various features and 

i b  manufacturability. The system hm been linked to solid modellers like AutoCad (release 11) 
a standard data exchange format. A few typical engineering components such as bearing support, lug 

andvalve have been analyzed by this system. 

The Program was validated by experimentation on selected casting of Al 12% eutectic alloy poured in 
green sand moulds. The location of shrinkage cavities were the same as the computed hot spots. 

'Ihis has enabled delineation the rationale underlying a number of design guidelines and a 
approach to the design for manufacturabi~ity of cast components. The system aids rapid g~ncration 

and assessment of essential features in casting design to foresee manufacturing problems at the d y n  sfage 
''Self. There iH scope for similar analysis of other rnanufacture-driven design criteria and extension to new 

particularly die casting and injection mou~djng., ~t is hoped that this will focus attention on the vast 
scope and augment inputs for further research in this area by both academics and practising engineers. 

B u ~ ~ ,  I. G. Handbook ofproduef designfor monufacfUring, 1988, McGraw-Hill. 

2' Le"T R, w., er al. Solidification in castings by finite element method, Marer. Sci Technol., 
1990, 6,482489. 
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Effect of impurities and hard particles on the characteristics of dynamic 
recrystalluatiou during hot working of aluminium and copper-A study using 
processing maps by N. Ravichandran 

Research supervisor: Y. V. R. K. Prasad 
Department: Metallurgy 

1. Introduction 

Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) imparts good workability during hot deformation of materials and its 
characteristics in face-centred cubic (fcc) metals are primarily influenced by the stacking fault energy (SEE). 
Earlier studies indicated that the low SEE metals like Cu undergo DRX and exhibit flow softening and 
oscillations in stress-strain curves. High SFE metals like A l  show only dynamic recovery although DRX is 
reported in A1 deformed to large strains. The aim of the present investigation is two fold: (1) to examine 
whether DRX occurs in A1 and, if so, to study its characteristics, and (2) to study the effect of SFE on the 
characteristics of DRX with Cu as an example. In this study, emphasis has been placed on investigating the 
effects of impurities and hard particles on the DRX characteristics of A1 and Cu. The strong influence of these 
factors on the static recrystallizatiou (SRX) of these metals is well known. Earlier investigations followed a 
kinetic approach for analyzing the hot deformation behaviour. However, the interpretation of the apparent 
activation energy in terms of atomistic mechanisms was ambiguous. In the present study, a newer approach of 
dynamic materials modelling' was therefore adopted. In this model, the instantaneous power dissipated 
through microstructural changes in the workpiece during hot deformation is evaluated using the strain rate 
sensitivity (m) of flow s tess  and compared with an ideal linear dissipator (m = 1). The efficiency of Power 
dissipation given by [2m/(m + I)] is plotted as a function of temperature and strain rate to obtain a processing 
map. The map exhibits different domains within which particular microstructural mechanisms occur and the 
domain of DRX is established by correlating efficiency with the ductility, grain size variations and other 
microstructural features. The advantages of this approach in understanding the hot deformation behaviour is 
discussed in several reviews2,'. 

2. Experimental 

Aluminium of five different purities, aluminium containing hard particles, OFHC copper with two different 
oxygen contents and ETP copper containing varying volume fractions of oxide particles were used in this 
investigation. Cylindrical specimens of about 10-mm diameter and 15-mm height were used for hot 
compression testing which was chosen for the evaluation of hot working characteristics. Testing was 
conducted in the temperature range 0.6-0.9 T, and strain rate range 0.001-100 s-I. On the basis of the flow 
Stress data as a function of temperahlre, strain rate and strain, power dissipation maps were developed using 
computer software. The DRX domain in the maps was established using cornelations described above, and the 
temperature and strain rate for the peak efficiency in the domain were evaluated. 

3. Results and discussion 



 xis about 55%. The 1)KX tcmpcr:tturr incressell with decrease in the purity of A1 and is about 600°C for 
99.5%Al. The 1)RX strain rilte, houevcr, rcmuincd unaffcctcd. 'The presence of hard particles has shifted the 
DRX domain to hiyhcr strain rdtcs (uhrlul 0.1 s ' ) and reduced th~. cfliciency of power dissipation to about 
15%. The results are explained on Ihc husis or r rimple DRX model which considers the rate of interface 
formation (nuclealion of rurryrtallind grain boundary) rmsirr rate of its migration. In A l  (high SFE) the rate 
ofnucleation is faster than thu rate r ~ f  niigratitrn which therefore controls DRX. The impurity atoms diffuse to 
grain boundary, lower its cncryy and reduce the ratc of migration. lligher temperatures are therefore required 
for the occurrence of DRX. 'The pi~rlicles have a drug effect on the grain boundary which migrates to shorter 
distances requirin~ smaller miyrutirtn timcs. The 1)RX in this case is less efficient in dissipating power, occurs 
at higher strain rates and results in grain refinement. 'The rusults clearly show that DRX occurs in A1 and its 
chmcteristics are essentially similar lu those of" static recrystallization, although DRX occurs at much high 
temperature'. 

The processing map fix OPIIC Cu ( 3 0  ppm oxygen) revealed a domain of DRX centred at 850°C and 
100 s-' with a peak clncicncy of 35%. 'The DRX strain rate is lower at higher oxygen content, the effect being 
more significant when the oxygen contunt is higher than 150 ppm (present as oxide particles). The DRX 
temperature showed an iniliul decrcnsc with oxygen content before rising steeply at higher oxygen contents. In 
Cu, being a low SP13 melal, DRX is eonrrolizd by the rate of nucleation which is slower than the rate of 
migration. Oxygen when present both as an interstitial and as oxide particles increases the rate of dislocation 
generation and hence the rate of the 1)KX strain rate. The large back stress caused by the presence of oxide 
particles is responsible for tho increase in IN1X temperature'. 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the resulls on thc processing maps for hot deformation revealed that DRX occurs in Al, and 
that impurities and hard particles increase tho DRX temperature and strain rate, respectively. On the other 
hand, in Cu, the DRX strain rate au well as the DRX temperature are influenced by the interstitial oxygen and 
oxideparticles. On the basis of u simple model, it is shown that DRX in high SFE metals (Al) is controlled by 
the rate of migration of grain boundaries while in low SFE metals (Cu) DRX is nucleation controlled6. 
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A neuromorphic solution to the inverse kinematic problem of  serial manipulators 
by Sukumar Bhattacharya 

Research supervisor: Asitava Ghosal 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 

1. Introduction 

A serial manipulator is a chain of rigid numbers or links, connected by joints, with one end fixed and the other 
free. The free end has an end-effector anached to it for the performance ofvarious tasks. 

If F represents the joint space of the manipulator and Tm, the task space of the manipulator, then the 
forward kinematics can be represented as a continuous differentiable nonlinear vector function, f : C" i T". 
The inverse kinematics problem is: given the position and orienration of the end-effector, x E T'" and the link 
parameters, to find joint-displacements, q E C". The inverse kinematic problem is difficult to solve. Closed- 
form solutions exist only for certain classes of manipulators1. Iterative methods give only one solution uf the 
many possible in one iteration cycle. For redundant manipulators, with n > m, there are in general infinitely 
many solutions and pseudoinverse of the manipulator Jocobian matrix is used to choose one among the infinity 
of solutions. Additional effort is often required to obtain solutions which avoid obstacles, singularities and do 
not violate joint limits. 

We propose a neural architecture to solve the inverse kinematics problem for serial manipulators. The 
proposed neural architecture concurrently generates a configuration space trajectory for a given task space 
trajectory, and automatically eliminates solulions that violate join1 limits. 

2. Laterally inhibited neural field 

The dynamic properties of an n-dimensional laterally inhibited neural field2 have been derived. These 
properties are used in the kinematics of our neural architecture. Lateral interactions are through comections 
(or weights) of the following type: 

Excitatory connections between proximate neurons. 

Inhibitory connections between distant neurons. 

The connections are symmetric. 

The field is homogeneous. 

The following are consequences of dynamic properties of such a laterally inhibited field: 

The field can retain a stable localized excitation of size R even in the absence of stimulus. 

Such a local excitation moves only if stimulus at its boundary is unbalanced. 

If the local excitation moves then it comes to stop at a peak around which the stimulus is balanced. 

3. Neural architecture for inverse kinematies 

The architecture consists of three networks ( ~ i g .  1). 

The Taskspoce map is an rn-dimensional network which forms a representation of the rn-dimensional 
task through self-organization based on Kohonen's algorithm3. 

* The CoWigurafion mop is an n-dimensional network representing the joint space of the manipulator* 
where n is the dimension of the joint space. This network also self-organizes using the Kohonen 
a lgonth .  



Fnrrd-forward mnunetiwu 

CONFIGURATION MAP 

TASK SPACE MAP 

Fig. I. Neural architecture Sor inverrc kinematics. 

The Kinrmatrcs nrr i5 isomornhic to the confinuration mao. However. it is a l a W l v  inhibited 
network which har the dynamieh described in theprevious sedion: This network retains excitation 
permanently. 'The pnrrtian ul'the center of this excitation codes the configuration of the manipulator at 
all times. ~'heref&e, fUrthcr in thiv work, wc refer to the c c d n  of this excitation as the 'cumnt 
configuration' 

An active neuron C L the configuiation map (neuron K at xk in Bc kinematics net is its corresponding 
neuron) through feedforward connectiunr wpplies a stimuluPaf y in the kinematics net, which is givenby 

Learning in this architecture consists o f  two stsges: 

' Seif-organisation of the task space map and thc configuration map 

As configurations are ssrnpled at random, active neurons coding L C  task spa- ~ s i f i o n  a d  
configuration in the respective mspa get associated. 

During operation, the task spncr trajectory that the end-sffector must follow geu manifest4 on the 
$Pact map as a sequence of active neurons. As a neuron becomes active an the tark S P U  m% it 
makes active several neurons, which are associated the active task spau neuroq. an the confrgutaon 
map. These active neurons create on the kinematics net which makes the cumnt configur~@JOve- 
The trajectory of this motion gives the configuration trajectory. 

Tw Task space ~ o n p ~ r o t i o n  mop link length Joint hi 's  

2R 100 x IOO network 50 x SO network c = L = 2  e , , e2  ++,a 
3R 100 x 100 30 30 3onetwrk b = 2  h = b" 1 W? tI~,del t [ - f , * j  
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h g .  2. Simulatioo results 

Figures 2a and b show that joining limits are not violated during tracking. Figures 2c and d show that at 
singular configurations tracking docs not take place in directions that requlre unbounded joint speeds. Figures 
2e and f show cross marks labelled A, B, etc., at a few along the trajectory being tracked. Table I shows 
the errors according to the labels. 

Table I 

Manipulator Locatzon x-error "-error 

'Current configuration' is always defined. 

Joint limits are never violated in tracking. 

At singular configurations, no tracking in certain directions. 

Operation has all desirable characteristics of an inverse kinematic algorithm. 
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